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LBAS (Abdo et. al 2009, ApJ 700, 597)
Based on 0FGL, 3 months data, ~10σ 
106 high-confidence blazars 1LAC (Abdo et. al 2010, ApJ 715, 429)

Based on 1FGL, 11 months data, ~5σ
523 (blazars) / 599 (total) in clean sample

1 2

32LAC (Abdo et. al 2011, ApJ in prep.)
Based on 2FGL, 24 months data, ~5σ 
863 (blazars) / 885 (total) in clean sample
PRELIMINARY

BL Lac
FSRQ
Unknown



2LAC vs 1LAC
Longer integration time - 24 months

Better analysis methodology - Binned

Improved instrument response - “Pass7”

Higher resolution Galactic model

More accurate localization - fewer multiple assoc.

More sensitive test of source variability

Three AGN association methods

Optical follow-up studies of 1LAC sources



AGN populations

FSRQ
BL Lac
Blazar (unknown)
Non blazar

2LAC clean sample:  885 AGN candidates
FSRQ:	
 35%	
 LSP:	
 35%
BL Lac:	
 44%	
 ISP:	
 11%
Blazar (unknown):	
 18%	
 HSP:	
 25%
Other AGN:	
 2.5%	
 Unclassified:	
 30%

}
Preliminary

Preliminary



Extragalactic TeV skyActive Galaxies Highlights in GeV-TeV γ-Rays::VHE sky

http://tevcat.in2p3.fr

• “TeV” extragalactic emitters are

– 3 unkown

– 2 starburst galaxies

– 3 radio galaxies/FR I

– 3 FSRQ

– BL Lacertae among which

∗ 29 HBL

∗ 4 IBL

∗ 4 LBL

• Discovery rate 0.5 yr
−1 ⇒ 5 yr

−1

• Most recent VHE emitters discoveries

based on Fermi indications
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• Discovery rate 0.5 yr
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• Most recent VHE emitters discoveries

based on Fermi indications
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(B. Giebels)

• 45 AGN

- 37 BL Lacs - 29 HBL, 4 IBL 
and 4 LBL
- 3 FSRQ - 3C279, 

4C+21.35 and PKS1510-089
- 3 FR-I radio galaxies - M87, 

NGC 1275, Cen A
- 2 unknown - IC 310 and 

VER0521+211

• 2 SBG - M82, NGC 253

• Fermi implicated in 
many of the recent TeV 
discoveries

Knee

Ankle

http://tevcat.uchicago.edu
http://tevcat.uchicago.edu


Figure 2: The difference between the Fermi spectral index and the VHE spectral 
index as a function of redshift. For the 3 BL Lacs with known redshifts that are 
not in 2FGL, an upper limit on the HE index of 1.5 was assumed (red points).

The sources presented here are the AGN from the 2-year Fermi catalog1,2 that have 
TeV counterparts and thus, can be studied in the high-energy (HE) with Fermi and 
in the very-high-energy (VHE) regime with the ground-based Cherenkov arrays 
(CANGAROO, H.E.S.S., MAGIC, VERITAS). The sources were selected as follows:

Abstract: We report on the characteristics of GeV-TeV emitting Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) using observations made during the first two years of Fermi opera-
tion. Several TeV sources were recently discovered due in part to information derived from the Fermi data in the 100 MeV - 300 GeV energy range. We present the GeV 
spectral properties of the GeV-TeV sources detected by Fermi and compare them with the TeV measurements in order to characterize their high-energy spectral energy dis-
tributions from 100 MeV up to TeV energies, and study the evolution of their spectra with redshift in the context of the extragalactic background light (EBL).

We discuss the properties of high latitude GeV-TeV sources in the context of 2 years of Fermi LAT data.

The GeV-TeV extragalactic sky after 
two years of Fermi operation
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1. Source Selection:
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Figure 1: The 45 VHE AGN detected to date. Inset top: Their distribution, in galactic coordinates. The 6 TeV 
AGN, that are not in 2FGL are shown with black asterisks. H/I/LBL: High/Intermediate/Low-frequency-peaked 
BL Lac; FSRQ: Flat-spectrum radio-quasar; FRI: Fanaroff-Riley Type-1 galaxy; UNK: AGN of unknown sub-

class. Inset bottom: The TeV sources detected with the help of Fermi data (same legend as above).

HBL
LBL
FRI

IBL
FSRQ
UNK

29 HBL 4 IBL
4 LBL 3 FSRQ
3 FRI 2 AGN - unknown subclass

1.1 HE Source Selection:
The analysis for 2FGL is described else-
where1and is summarised here:
• Date range: ~2008.08.04 - 2010.08.04
• Energy range: 100 MeV - 100 GeV
• Instrument Response Functions p7v6
• Test statistic (TS) cutoff: 25 (~5 sigma)
• 2FGL has ~838 AGN (44% of total)
There are 39 so-called “GeV-TeV AGN”. Their properties, along with those of the 6 
VHE AGN not detected by Fermi are presented in Table 1.

1.2 VHE Source Selection:
The VHE sources are the 45 AGN from the 
“Default” and “Newly Announced” catalogs 
of TeVCat (http://tevcat.in2p3.fr):
• Default catalog has 28 AGN
• Newly Announced catalog has 17 AGN
• Their breakdown by type and by year of       
discovery is shown in Figure 1

2. GeV-TeV AGN Properties:

Figure 3: Composite SED for the 26 AGN that have spec-
tral information available in the HE and VHE bands. The 

VHE spectra were not deabsorbed for EBL effects.

TeV Name 2FGL Name 1FGL 
Source

R.A.
(J2000)

Dec.
(J2000)

VHE
Index

Fermi 
Index

z Class

SHBL J001355.9-185406 - - 00 13 56.0 -18 54 07 -* - 0.095 HBL

RGB J0152+017 0152.6+0148 - 01 52 33.5 +01 46 40 2.95 1.79 0.08 HBL

3C 66A 0222.6+4302 Y 02 22 41.6 +43 02 35.5 3.64 1.85 < 0.58 IBL

1ES 0229+200 - - 02 32 53.2 +20 16 21 2.50 - 0.14 HBL

IC 310 0316.6+4119 - 03 16 43.0 +41 19 29 -* 2.1 0.0189 UNK

NGC 1275 0319.8+4130 Y 03 19 48.1 +41 30 42 -* 2.00 0.0176 FRI

RBS 0413 0319.6+1849 Y 03 19 51.8 +18 45 34 -* 1.55 0.19 HBL

1ES 0347-121 - - 03 49 23.0 -11 58 38 3.10 - 0.188 HBL

1ES 0414+009 0416.8+0105 Y 04 16 52.41 +01 05 24.3 -* 1.98 0.287 HBL

PKS 0447-439 0449.4-4350 Y 04 49 24.7 -43 50 09 4.36 1.86 > 0.176 HBL

1ES 0502+675 0508.0+6737 Y 05 07 56.2 +67 37 24 -* 1.49 0.341 HBL

VER J0521+211 0521.7+2113 Y 05 21 55 +21 11 24 -* 1.93 - UNK

PKS 0548-322 - - 05 50 42.9 -32 16 34 2.86 - 0.069 HBL

RGB J0710+591 0710.5+5908 Y 07 10 26.4 +59 09 00 2.69 1.53 0.125 HBL

S5 0716+714 0721.9+7120 Y 07 21 53.4 +71 20 36 3.45 2.01 0.31 LBL

1ES 0806+524 0809.8+5218 Y 08 09 59 +52 19 00 3.6 1.94 0.138 HBL

1RXS J101015.9-311909 1009.7-3123 - 10 10 15.9 -31 19 09 -* 2.34 0.143 HBL

1ES 1011+496 1015.1+4925 Y 10 15 04.1 +49 26 01 4.0 1.72 0.212 HBL

1ES 1101-232 1103.4-2330 Y 11 03 38 -23 29 31 2.94 1.8 0.186 HBL

Markarian 421 1104.4+3812 Y 11 04 27.3 +38 12 32 2.20 1.77 0.031 HBL

Markarian 180 1136.7+7009 Y 11 36 26.4 +70 09 27 3.3 1.74 0.045 HBL

1ES 1215+303 1217.8+3006 Y 12 17 52.1 +30 07 01 -* 2.02 0.13 LBL

1ES 1218+304 1221.3+3010 Y 12 21 21.9 +30 10 37 3.08 1.71 0.182 HBL

TeV Name 2FGL Name 1FGL 
Source

R.A.
(J2000)

Dec.
(J2000)

VHE
Index

Fermi 
Index

z Class

WComae 1221.4+2814 Y 12 21 31.7 +28 13 59 3.81 2.02 0.102 IBL

4C +21.35 1224.9+2122 Y 12 24 54.4 +21 22 46 3.75 2.12 0.432 FSRQ

M87 1230.8+1224 Y 12 30 49.4 +12 23 28 2.5 2.17 0.004 FRI

3C 279 1256.1-0547 Y 12 56 11.1 -05 47 22 3.1 2.22 0.536 FSRQ

1ES 1312-423 - - 13 15 03.4 -42 36 50 -* - - HBL

Centaurus A 1325.6-4300 Y 13 25 28 -43 01 06 2.7 2.76 0.002 FRI

PKS 1424+240 1427.0+2347 Y 14 27 00.39 +23 48 00.0 3.8 1.78 - IBL

H 1426+428 1428.6+4240 Y 14 28 32.6 +42 40 21 3.50 1.32 0.129 HBL

1ES 1440+122 1442.7+1159 Y 14 42 48.3 +12 00 40 -* 1.41 - IBL

PKS 1510-089 1512.8-0906 Y 15 12 50.5 -09 06 00 -* 2.29 0.36 FSRQ

AP Lib 1517.7-2421 Y 15 17 41.8 -24 22 19 -* 2.05 0.049 LBL

PG 1553+113 1555.7+1111 Y 15 55 43.0 +11 11 24 4.2 1.67 < 0.4 HBL

Markarian 501 1653.9+3945 Y 16 53 52.2 +39 45 36 2.72 1.74 0.034 HBL

HESS J1943+213 - - 19 43 55 +21 18 08 -* - - HBL

1ES 1959+650 2000.0+6509 Y 19 59 59.9 +65 08 55 2.58 1.94 0.048 HBL

MAGIC J2001+435 2001.1+4352 Y 20 01 13.5 +43 53 02.8 -* 1.90 - HBL

PKS 2005-489 2009.5-4850 Y 20 09 27.0 -48 49 52 3.20 1.78 0.071 HBL

PKS 2155-304 2158.8-3013 Y 21 58 52.7 -30 13 18 3.53 1.84 0.116 HBL

BL Lacertae 2202.8+4216 Y 22 02 43.3 +42 16 40 3.6 2.11 0.069 LBL

B3 2247+381 2250.0+3825 Y 22 50 06.6 +38 25 58 -* 1.84 0.119 HBL

1ES 2344+514 2347.0+5142 Y 23 47 04.8 +51 42 18 2.95 1.72 0.044 HBL

H 2356-309 2359.0-3037 Y 23 59 09 -30 37 22 3.06 1.89 0.165 HBL

Table 1: The 45 TeV AGN; 39 are in 2FGL The 11 TeV AGN that were detected as a result of Fermi are in blue bold, 
2 of which are of unknown classification. The 25 AGN used to make Fiture 2 have their redshift in blue bold**.

References

All 6 of the VHE AGN that are not in 2FGL are HBLs. Since the launch of Fermi, the detections of 22 TeV AGN have been reported: 11 of these were as a result of Fermi 
data 2 of these newly-detected AGN are currently of unknown classification. The trend reported previously4 of an increasing difference between the Fermi and VHE spec-
tral indices as a function of redshift has been confirmed.

3. Conclusions:

1.Burnett, T. “The Second Fermi LAT Catalog: Construction and Contents”, 3rd Fermi Symp. (this meeting), 09 May, 11:30; 2.Thompson D. J. “The Second Fermi LAT Catalog: Caveats and Classifications”, 3rd Fermi Symp. 
(this meeting), 09 May, 11:55; 3.Wakely, S. P. & Horan, D. (2008), Proc. 30th ICRC, 3, 1341 (http://tevcat.uchicago.edu / http://tevcat.in2p3.fr); 4.Abdo et al.(2009), ApJ 707, 1310

*The TeV index has not yet been reported for these sources. **Only BL Lacs with known z and VHE-measured spectral indices are used.
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The difference between the 2FGL1,2 and the TeV3 spectral indices 
are plotted as a function of each AGNʼs redshift in Figure 2. It can 
be seen that, as the distance to the AGN increases, the difference 
between the GeV and TeV spectral indices also increases, con-
firming the trend previously reported4. This is interpretted as the 
effect of the extragalactic background light (EBL): the gamma-ray 
photons pair produce with the photons of the EBL and thus get ab-
sorbed, softening the spectrum in the VHE band. Figure 3 shows a 
composite spectral energy distribution (SED) for the 26 GeV-TeV 
AGN that have both HE and VHE spectral information available. 
For each AGN, the 2FGL spectrum is joined to that measured in 
the VHE band. Where available, the VHE spectrum measured dur-
ing quiescence was used.
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GeV-TeV AGN Figure 2: The difference between the Fermi spectral index and the VHE spectral 
index as a function of redshift. For the 3 BL Lacs with known redshifts that are 
not in 2FGL, an upper limit on the HE index of 1.5 was assumed (red points).

The sources presented here are the AGN from the 2-year Fermi catalog1,2 that have 
TeV counterparts and thus, can be studied in the high-energy (HE) with Fermi and 
in the very-high-energy (VHE) regime with the ground-based Cherenkov arrays 
(CANGAROO, H.E.S.S., MAGIC, VERITAS). The sources were selected as follows:
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tion. Several TeV sources were recently discovered due in part to information derived from the Fermi data in the 100 MeV - 300 GeV energy range. We present the GeV 
spectral properties of the GeV-TeV sources detected by Fermi and compare them with the TeV measurements in order to characterize their high-energy spectral energy dis-
tributions from 100 MeV up to TeV energies, and study the evolution of their spectra with redshift in the context of the extragalactic background light (EBL).
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Figure 1: The 45 VHE AGN detected to date. Inset top: Their distribution, in galactic coordinates. The 6 TeV 
AGN, that are not in 2FGL are shown with black asterisks. H/I/LBL: High/Intermediate/Low-frequency-peaked 
BL Lac; FSRQ: Flat-spectrum radio-quasar; FRI: Fanaroff-Riley Type-1 galaxy; UNK: AGN of unknown sub-

class. Inset bottom: The TeV sources detected with the help of Fermi data (same legend as above).
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1.1 HE Source Selection:
The analysis for 2FGL is described else-
where1and is summarised here:
• Date range: ~2008.08.04 - 2010.08.04
• Energy range: 100 MeV - 100 GeV
• Instrument Response Functions p7v6
• Test statistic (TS) cutoff: 25 (~5 sigma)
• 2FGL has ~838 AGN (44% of total)
There are 39 so-called “GeV-TeV AGN”. Their properties, along with those of the 6 
VHE AGN not detected by Fermi are presented in Table 1.

1.2 VHE Source Selection:
The VHE sources are the 45 AGN from the 
“Default” and “Newly Announced” catalogs 
of TeVCat (http://tevcat.in2p3.fr):
• Default catalog has 28 AGN
• Newly Announced catalog has 17 AGN
• Their breakdown by type and by year of       
discovery is shown in Figure 1

2. GeV-TeV AGN Properties:

Figure 3: Composite SED for the 26 AGN that have spec-
tral information available in the HE and VHE bands. The 

VHE spectra were not deabsorbed for EBL effects.
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SHBL J001355.9-185406 - - 00 13 56.0 -18 54 07 -* - 0.095 HBL

RGB J0152+017 0152.6+0148 - 01 52 33.5 +01 46 40 2.95 1.79 0.08 HBL

3C 66A 0222.6+4302 Y 02 22 41.6 +43 02 35.5 3.64 1.85 < 0.58 IBL

1ES 0229+200 - - 02 32 53.2 +20 16 21 2.50 - 0.14 HBL

IC 310 0316.6+4119 - 03 16 43.0 +41 19 29 -* 2.1 0.0189 UNK

NGC 1275 0319.8+4130 Y 03 19 48.1 +41 30 42 -* 2.00 0.0176 FRI

RBS 0413 0319.6+1849 Y 03 19 51.8 +18 45 34 -* 1.55 0.19 HBL

1ES 0347-121 - - 03 49 23.0 -11 58 38 3.10 - 0.188 HBL

1ES 0414+009 0416.8+0105 Y 04 16 52.41 +01 05 24.3 -* 1.98 0.287 HBL

PKS 0447-439 0449.4-4350 Y 04 49 24.7 -43 50 09 4.36 1.86 > 0.176 HBL

1ES 0502+675 0508.0+6737 Y 05 07 56.2 +67 37 24 -* 1.49 0.341 HBL

VER J0521+211 0521.7+2113 Y 05 21 55 +21 11 24 -* 1.93 - UNK

PKS 0548-322 - - 05 50 42.9 -32 16 34 2.86 - 0.069 HBL

RGB J0710+591 0710.5+5908 Y 07 10 26.4 +59 09 00 2.69 1.53 0.125 HBL

S5 0716+714 0721.9+7120 Y 07 21 53.4 +71 20 36 3.45 2.01 0.31 LBL

1ES 0806+524 0809.8+5218 Y 08 09 59 +52 19 00 3.6 1.94 0.138 HBL

1RXS J101015.9-311909 1009.7-3123 - 10 10 15.9 -31 19 09 -* 2.34 0.143 HBL

1ES 1011+496 1015.1+4925 Y 10 15 04.1 +49 26 01 4.0 1.72 0.212 HBL

1ES 1101-232 1103.4-2330 Y 11 03 38 -23 29 31 2.94 1.8 0.186 HBL

Markarian 421 1104.4+3812 Y 11 04 27.3 +38 12 32 2.20 1.77 0.031 HBL

Markarian 180 1136.7+7009 Y 11 36 26.4 +70 09 27 3.3 1.74 0.045 HBL

1ES 1215+303 1217.8+3006 Y 12 17 52.1 +30 07 01 -* 2.02 0.13 LBL

1ES 1218+304 1221.3+3010 Y 12 21 21.9 +30 10 37 3.08 1.71 0.182 HBL
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WComae 1221.4+2814 Y 12 21 31.7 +28 13 59 3.81 2.02 0.102 IBL

4C +21.35 1224.9+2122 Y 12 24 54.4 +21 22 46 3.75 2.12 0.432 FSRQ

M87 1230.8+1224 Y 12 30 49.4 +12 23 28 2.5 2.17 0.004 FRI

3C 279 1256.1-0547 Y 12 56 11.1 -05 47 22 3.1 2.22 0.536 FSRQ
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PKS 1510-089 1512.8-0906 Y 15 12 50.5 -09 06 00 -* 2.29 0.36 FSRQ

AP Lib 1517.7-2421 Y 15 17 41.8 -24 22 19 -* 2.05 0.049 LBL

PG 1553+113 1555.7+1111 Y 15 55 43.0 +11 11 24 4.2 1.67 < 0.4 HBL

Markarian 501 1653.9+3945 Y 16 53 52.2 +39 45 36 2.72 1.74 0.034 HBL

HESS J1943+213 - - 19 43 55 +21 18 08 -* - - HBL

1ES 1959+650 2000.0+6509 Y 19 59 59.9 +65 08 55 2.58 1.94 0.048 HBL

MAGIC J2001+435 2001.1+4352 Y 20 01 13.5 +43 53 02.8 -* 1.90 - HBL

PKS 2005-489 2009.5-4850 Y 20 09 27.0 -48 49 52 3.20 1.78 0.071 HBL

PKS 2155-304 2158.8-3013 Y 21 58 52.7 -30 13 18 3.53 1.84 0.116 HBL

BL Lacertae 2202.8+4216 Y 22 02 43.3 +42 16 40 3.6 2.11 0.069 LBL

B3 2247+381 2250.0+3825 Y 22 50 06.6 +38 25 58 -* 1.84 0.119 HBL

1ES 2344+514 2347.0+5142 Y 23 47 04.8 +51 42 18 2.95 1.72 0.044 HBL

H 2356-309 2359.0-3037 Y 23 59 09 -30 37 22 3.06 1.89 0.165 HBL

Table 1: The 45 TeV AGN; 39 are in 2FGL The 11 TeV AGN that were detected as a result of Fermi are in blue bold, 
2 of which are of unknown classification. The 25 AGN used to make Fiture 2 have their redshift in blue bold**.

References

All 6 of the VHE AGN that are not in 2FGL are HBLs. Since the launch of Fermi, the detections of 22 TeV AGN have been reported: 11 of these were as a result of Fermi 
data 2 of these newly-detected AGN are currently of unknown classification. The trend reported previously4 of an increasing difference between the Fermi and VHE spec-
tral indices as a function of redshift has been confirmed.

3. Conclusions:

1.Burnett, T. “The Second Fermi LAT Catalog: Construction and Contents”, 3rd Fermi Symp. (this meeting), 09 May, 11:30; 2.Thompson D. J. “The Second Fermi LAT Catalog: Caveats and Classifications”, 3rd Fermi Symp. 
(this meeting), 09 May, 11:55; 3.Wakely, S. P. & Horan, D. (2008), Proc. 30th ICRC, 3, 1341 (http://tevcat.uchicago.edu / http://tevcat.in2p3.fr); 4.Abdo et al.(2009), ApJ 707, 1310

*The TeV index has not yet been reported for these sources. **Only BL Lacs with known z and VHE-measured spectral indices are used.
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The difference between the 2FGL1,2 and the TeV3 spectral indices 
are plotted as a function of each AGNʼs redshift in Figure 2. It can 
be seen that, as the distance to the AGN increases, the difference 
between the GeV and TeV spectral indices also increases, con-
firming the trend previously reported4. This is interpretted as the 
effect of the extragalactic background light (EBL): the gamma-ray 
photons pair produce with the photons of the EBL and thus get ab-
sorbed, softening the spectrum in the VHE band. Figure 3 shows a 
composite spectral energy distribution (SED) for the 26 GeV-TeV 
AGN that have both HE and VHE spectral information available. 
For each AGN, the 2FGL spectrum is joined to that measured in 
the VHE band. Where available, the VHE spectrum measured dur-
ing quiescence was used.
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GeV-TeV population
• TeV AGN population : 45

✓ In 2FGL : 39 (20 HSP, 7 ISP, 5 LSP, 4 UNK, 3 RG)

✓ In 2LAC clean sample : 34*

• Missing from 2FGL are,

- SHBL J001355.9-185406	
 -	
 1ES 0229+200

- 1ES 0347-121	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 -	
 PKS 0548-322

- 1ES 1312-432	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 -	
 HESS J1943+213
• all HBL with fluxes 0.4-2% of Crab Nebula flux

Preliminary

* Three sources have |b|<10deg and two are flagged as having possible problems in 2FGL.



Spectral evolution
Active Galaxies in GeV-TeV γ-Rays::Fermi’s Sky

• GeV-TeV spectrum of 1ES 1218+304 (Albert+ 2006)

15

Absorption of γ rays 
by pair-production 
with EBL photons 
produces softening 
of spectra.

Γobs-Γsrc ~ z + O(z2)

Fermi spectral index 
used as a proxy for 
the intrinsic index in 
the TeV regime.(D. Horan & D. Sanchez)

Preliminary

Γsrc

Γobs
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(Dermer et al., 2011, ApJ, 733, 21)

1ES 0229+200 (z=0.14) is a TeV source detected 
by HESS and VERITAS, in observations separated 
by 3 years, but not seen by Fermi.

EBL absorption and cascading on CMB produces 
GeV emission detectable by LAT unless IGMF 
scatters it away (or AGN engine is short lived).
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Classical TeV HBL

Extensive Multifrequency Campaigns on the Classical 
TeV Blazars Mrk421 and Mrk501 in the Fermi Era 

David Paneque, L.Stawarz, J.Finke, M. Georganopoulos, A.Reimer and D.Tescaro 
On behalf of the Fermi, MAGIC, VERITAS collaborations and the participants/groups of the MW campaigns 

on Mrk421 and Mrk501 in 2009, which include GASP-WEBT, F-GAMMA and many others 

Summary: 
We are performing an unprecedentedly long and dense monitoring of the multifrequency (radio to TeV) emission from the 
classical TeV blazars Mrk 421 and Mrk 501. These objects are among the brightest X-ray/TeV blazars in the sky and among 
the few sources whose Spectral Energy Distributions (SED) can be almost completely characterized by the current 
instruments. This is a multi-year, multi-instrument program involving the participation of VLBA, Swift, RXTE, MAGIC, 
VERITAS, Whipple, F-GAMMA, GASP-WEBT, and other collaborations and instruments which provide the most detailed 
temporal and energy coverage of these sources to date. In this conference, we report on some of the results we obtained 
with the multifrequency data from 2009. We show that, when Mrk421 and Mrk501 are in low states, their SEDs are very 
comparable and can be similarly modeled in the framework of a 1-zone Synchrotron self-Compton scenario with an electron 
energy distribution parameterized by three power laws with two breaks (in the electron energy distribution) at roughly the 
same energies, and a size of the emitting region comparable to the size of the partially resolved VLBA radio core.   

Recently, we had two “performance jumps” with respect to the past:  

New Generation of IACTs online since ~7 years (low Eth, high sensitivity) 

LAT in operation since ~3 year (~30 times more sensitive than EGRET) 

Culprits for the relatively poor knowledge of these objects  
1 - Time-evolving broad band spectra 

2 - Poor sensitivity to study the high-energy part (E>0.1 GeV) 

Coordination of instruments covering different energies needed   

Long observation times (with EGRET and “old” IACTs) were needed for 
signal detection  Data NOT simultaneous, and  most of the knowledge 
we have on High Synchrotron Peaked BL Lac (BL Lac-HSP) relates to 
the high state  

Enhanced observational capability can be used to 
improve our knowledge on BL Lac-HSP 

~100 times more sensitive at E>~10 GeV 

1 – We do NOT know well how blazars work 
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Exquisite characterization of the high energy component, which can 
be detected with Fermi and Cherenkov Telescopes over 5 orders of 
magnitude (0.1 GeV – 10 TeV) 

2- Motivation to observe (again) Mrk421 and Mrk501 3 –   Campaigns on Mrk421 and Mrk501 
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In general, blazars emit over a broad energy range + emission is variable.  
 ! Contemporaneous multi-instrument observations are required to study them 
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Fermi+MAGIC/VERITAS spectra cover, for the first 
time, the complete high energy component over       
5 orders of magnitude without gaps  

Both  sources were found in relatively quiescent state with 
low variability. Agreement in overlapping energies among 
instruments (with different time coverage) indicates that we 
managed to get the true average SED of Mrk421 and 
Mrk501 during the 4.5 months campaign. The VHE spectra 
was EBL corrected using Franceschini et al 2008 

Preliminary 
Host galaxy contribution at optical has been subtracted 
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4 – Results  obtained for Mrk501 (Abdo, A. A. et al. 2011, ApJ, 727, 129) and Mrk421 (Abdo, A. A. submitted to ApJ) 
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Mrk501: Stawarz’ code 
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The MW data collected during 4.5 month long campaigns allowed us to produce the  most complete SED ever measured for both Mrk501 
and Mrk421  

  ! includes the full   coverage of the !-ray component. 
  ! Both sources were in relatively low/quiescent states. 

The SED  can be described with a 1-zone SSC model with an electron distribution with 2 breaks:  
  break Internal to particle acceleration (20 GeV and 25 GeV electron energies for Mrk501 and Mrk421) 
           break related to synchrotron cooling (500 GeV and 180 GeV electron energies for Mrk501 and Mrk421)  

Electron distribution consistent with being produced through 1st order Fermi acceleration  in relativistic, proton-mediated shocks  
  X-ray produced mostly by electrons above 2nd break 
  TeV dominated by electrons above 1st and 2nd break 
  MeV/GeV (Fermi) produced mostly by electrons below 1st break, but also above 1st break 

Similar SED modeling parameters for Mrk421 and Mrk501: is it by chance ?? Or is it a common property of these two objects ?  
        ! Can we extend this behaviour to other HSP-BL Lacs ??  

Y"m"F1;;$(8"+D"&0="(=%1>&%"

Study of the classical (bright) TeV sources has the advantage that, Fermi+IACTs can strongly constrain the high energy component 
  - Fermi data open a “new window” to study those objects 
   ! Spectra reaching E>0.1 TeV; overlap with  IACTs 
  - Collection of MW data is ESSENTIAL for understanding these  complex objects. 

This presentation shows “first” results from the 2009 MW campaigns on Mrk421/Mrk501. Work ongoing to extract further results from these 
MW campaigns from 2009, as well as from the campaigns we had in 2010.  

This is a multi-instrument and multi-year effort:  
Extensive (6 months) campaigns were done in 2010 and are ongoing in 2011 for Mrk421 and Mrk501. Stay tuned for new results. 
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Mrk421: Finke’s code 

Mrk501: Stawarz’ code 
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Extensive Multifrequency Campaigns on the Classical 
TeV Blazars Mrk421 and Mrk501 in the Fermi Era 

David Paneque, L.Stawarz, J.Finke, M. Georganopoulos, A.Reimer and D.Tescaro 
On behalf of the Fermi, MAGIC, VERITAS collaborations and the participants/groups of the MW campaigns 

on Mrk421 and Mrk501 in 2009, which include GASP-WEBT, F-GAMMA and many others 

Summary: 
We are performing an unprecedentedly long and dense monitoring of the multifrequency (radio to TeV) emission from the 
classical TeV blazars Mrk 421 and Mrk 501. These objects are among the brightest X-ray/TeV blazars in the sky and among 
the few sources whose Spectral Energy Distributions (SED) can be almost completely characterized by the current 
instruments. This is a multi-year, multi-instrument program involving the participation of VLBA, Swift, RXTE, MAGIC, 
VERITAS, Whipple, F-GAMMA, GASP-WEBT, and other collaborations and instruments which provide the most detailed 
temporal and energy coverage of these sources to date. In this conference, we report on some of the results we obtained 
with the multifrequency data from 2009. We show that, when Mrk421 and Mrk501 are in low states, their SEDs are very 
comparable and can be similarly modeled in the framework of a 1-zone Synchrotron self-Compton scenario with an electron 
energy distribution parameterized by three power laws with two breaks (in the electron energy distribution) at roughly the 
same energies, and a size of the emitting region comparable to the size of the partially resolved VLBA radio core.   

Recently, we had two “performance jumps” with respect to the past:  

New Generation of IACTs online since ~7 years (low Eth, high sensitivity) 

LAT in operation since ~3 year (~30 times more sensitive than EGRET) 

Culprits for the relatively poor knowledge of these objects  
1 - Time-evolving broad band spectra 

2 - Poor sensitivity to study the high-energy part (E>0.1 GeV) 

Coordination of instruments covering different energies needed   

Long observation times (with EGRET and “old” IACTs) were needed for 
signal detection  Data NOT simultaneous, and  most of the knowledge 
we have on High Synchrotron Peaked BL Lac (BL Lac-HSP) relates to 
the high state  

Enhanced observational capability can be used to 
improve our knowledge on BL Lac-HSP 

~100 times more sensitive at E>~10 GeV 

1 – We do NOT know well how blazars work 
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Exquisite characterization of the high energy component, which can 
be detected with Fermi and Cherenkov Telescopes over 5 orders of 
magnitude (0.1 GeV – 10 TeV) 

2- Motivation to observe (again) Mrk421 and Mrk501 3 –   Campaigns on Mrk421 and Mrk501 
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In general, blazars emit over a broad energy range + emission is variable.  
 ! Contemporaneous multi-instrument observations are required to study them 
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Fermi+MAGIC/VERITAS spectra cover, for the first 
time, the complete high energy component over       
5 orders of magnitude without gaps  

Both  sources were found in relatively quiescent state with 
low variability. Agreement in overlapping energies among 
instruments (with different time coverage) indicates that we 
managed to get the true average SED of Mrk421 and 
Mrk501 during the 4.5 months campaign. The VHE spectra 
was EBL corrected using Franceschini et al 2008 

Preliminary 
Host galaxy contribution at optical has been subtracted 
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Host galaxy 

4 – Results  obtained for Mrk501 (Abdo, A. A. et al. 2011, ApJ, 727, 129) and Mrk421 (Abdo, A. A. submitted to ApJ) 
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Mrk421: Finke’s code 

R [cm] 1.3e17 

B [G] 1.5e-2 
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#min 600 

s1 2.2 

#brk_1 4.e4 

s2 2.7 

#brk_2 9.e5 

s3 3.7 

#max 1.5e7 

Mrk501: Stawarz’ code 
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The MW data collected during 4.5 month long campaigns allowed us to produce the  most complete SED ever measured for both Mrk501 
and Mrk421  

  ! includes the full   coverage of the !-ray component. 
  ! Both sources were in relatively low/quiescent states. 

The SED  can be described with a 1-zone SSC model with an electron distribution with 2 breaks:  
  break Internal to particle acceleration (20 GeV and 25 GeV electron energies for Mrk501 and Mrk421) 
           break related to synchrotron cooling (500 GeV and 180 GeV electron energies for Mrk501 and Mrk421)  

Electron distribution consistent with being produced through 1st order Fermi acceleration  in relativistic, proton-mediated shocks  
  X-ray produced mostly by electrons above 2nd break 
  TeV dominated by electrons above 1st and 2nd break 
  MeV/GeV (Fermi) produced mostly by electrons below 1st break, but also above 1st break 

Similar SED modeling parameters for Mrk421 and Mrk501: is it by chance ?? Or is it a common property of these two objects ?  
        ! Can we extend this behaviour to other HSP-BL Lacs ??  

Y"m"F1;;$(8"+D"&0="(=%1>&%"

Study of the classical (bright) TeV sources has the advantage that, Fermi+IACTs can strongly constrain the high energy component 
  - Fermi data open a “new window” to study those objects 
   ! Spectra reaching E>0.1 TeV; overlap with  IACTs 
  - Collection of MW data is ESSENTIAL for understanding these  complex objects. 

This presentation shows “first” results from the 2009 MW campaigns on Mrk421/Mrk501. Work ongoing to extract further results from these 
MW campaigns from 2009, as well as from the campaigns we had in 2010.  

This is a multi-instrument and multi-year effort:  
Extensive (6 months) campaigns were done in 2010 and are ongoing in 2011 for Mrk421 and Mrk501. Stay tuned for new results. 
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Mrk421: Finke’s code 

Mrk501: Stawarz’ code 
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Extensive Multifrequency Campaigns on the Classical 
TeV Blazars Mrk421 and Mrk501 in the Fermi Era 

David Paneque, L.Stawarz, J.Finke, M. Georganopoulos, A.Reimer and D.Tescaro 
On behalf of the Fermi, MAGIC, VERITAS collaborations and the participants/groups of the MW campaigns 

on Mrk421 and Mrk501 in 2009, which include GASP-WEBT, F-GAMMA and many others 

Summary: 
We are performing an unprecedentedly long and dense monitoring of the multifrequency (radio to TeV) emission from the 
classical TeV blazars Mrk 421 and Mrk 501. These objects are among the brightest X-ray/TeV blazars in the sky and among 
the few sources whose Spectral Energy Distributions (SED) can be almost completely characterized by the current 
instruments. This is a multi-year, multi-instrument program involving the participation of VLBA, Swift, RXTE, MAGIC, 
VERITAS, Whipple, F-GAMMA, GASP-WEBT, and other collaborations and instruments which provide the most detailed 
temporal and energy coverage of these sources to date. In this conference, we report on some of the results we obtained 
with the multifrequency data from 2009. We show that, when Mrk421 and Mrk501 are in low states, their SEDs are very 
comparable and can be similarly modeled in the framework of a 1-zone Synchrotron self-Compton scenario with an electron 
energy distribution parameterized by three power laws with two breaks (in the electron energy distribution) at roughly the 
same energies, and a size of the emitting region comparable to the size of the partially resolved VLBA radio core.   

Recently, we had two “performance jumps” with respect to the past:  

New Generation of IACTs online since ~7 years (low Eth, high sensitivity) 

LAT in operation since ~3 year (~30 times more sensitive than EGRET) 

Culprits for the relatively poor knowledge of these objects  
1 - Time-evolving broad band spectra 

2 - Poor sensitivity to study the high-energy part (E>0.1 GeV) 

Coordination of instruments covering different energies needed   

Long observation times (with EGRET and “old” IACTs) were needed for 
signal detection  Data NOT simultaneous, and  most of the knowledge 
we have on High Synchrotron Peaked BL Lac (BL Lac-HSP) relates to 
the high state  

Enhanced observational capability can be used to 
improve our knowledge on BL Lac-HSP 

~100 times more sensitive at E>~10 GeV 

1 – We do NOT know well how blazars work 
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Exquisite characterization of the high energy component, which can 
be detected with Fermi and Cherenkov Telescopes over 5 orders of 
magnitude (0.1 GeV – 10 TeV) 

2- Motivation to observe (again) Mrk421 and Mrk501 3 –   Campaigns on Mrk421 and Mrk501 
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In general, blazars emit over a broad energy range + emission is variable.  
 ! Contemporaneous multi-instrument observations are required to study them 
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Fermi+MAGIC/VERITAS spectra cover, for the first 
time, the complete high energy component over       
5 orders of magnitude without gaps  

Both  sources were found in relatively quiescent state with 
low variability. Agreement in overlapping energies among 
instruments (with different time coverage) indicates that we 
managed to get the true average SED of Mrk421 and 
Mrk501 during the 4.5 months campaign. The VHE spectra 
was EBL corrected using Franceschini et al 2008 

Preliminary 
Host galaxy contribution at optical has been subtracted 
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Host galaxy 

4 – Results  obtained for Mrk501 (Abdo, A. A. et al. 2011, ApJ, 727, 129) and Mrk421 (Abdo, A. A. submitted to ApJ) 
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s3 4.7 
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Mrk421: Finke’s code 

R [cm] 1.3e17 

B [G] 1.5e-2 

delta 12.0 
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s1 2.2 
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s2 2.7 

#brk_2 9.e5 

s3 3.7 

#max 1.5e7 

Mrk501: Stawarz’ code 
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The MW data collected during 4.5 month long campaigns allowed us to produce the  most complete SED ever measured for both Mrk501 
and Mrk421  

  ! includes the full   coverage of the !-ray component. 
  ! Both sources were in relatively low/quiescent states. 

The SED  can be described with a 1-zone SSC model with an electron distribution with 2 breaks:  
  break Internal to particle acceleration (20 GeV and 25 GeV electron energies for Mrk501 and Mrk421) 
           break related to synchrotron cooling (500 GeV and 180 GeV electron energies for Mrk501 and Mrk421)  

Electron distribution consistent with being produced through 1st order Fermi acceleration  in relativistic, proton-mediated shocks  
  X-ray produced mostly by electrons above 2nd break 
  TeV dominated by electrons above 1st and 2nd break 
  MeV/GeV (Fermi) produced mostly by electrons below 1st break, but also above 1st break 

Similar SED modeling parameters for Mrk421 and Mrk501: is it by chance ?? Or is it a common property of these two objects ?  
        ! Can we extend this behaviour to other HSP-BL Lacs ??  

Y"m"F1;;$(8"+D"&0="(=%1>&%"

Study of the classical (bright) TeV sources has the advantage that, Fermi+IACTs can strongly constrain the high energy component 
  - Fermi data open a “new window” to study those objects 
   ! Spectra reaching E>0.1 TeV; overlap with  IACTs 
  - Collection of MW data is ESSENTIAL for understanding these  complex objects. 

This presentation shows “first” results from the 2009 MW campaigns on Mrk421/Mrk501. Work ongoing to extract further results from these 
MW campaigns from 2009, as well as from the campaigns we had in 2010.  

This is a multi-instrument and multi-year effort:  
Extensive (6 months) campaigns were done in 2010 and are ongoing in 2011 for Mrk421 and Mrk501. Stay tuned for new results. 
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Mrk421: Finke’s code 

Mrk501: Stawarz’ code 
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Extensive Multifrequency Campaigns on the Classical 
TeV Blazars Mrk421 and Mrk501 in the Fermi Era 

David Paneque, L.Stawarz, J.Finke, M. Georganopoulos, A.Reimer and D.Tescaro 
On behalf of the Fermi, MAGIC, VERITAS collaborations and the participants/groups of the MW campaigns 

on Mrk421 and Mrk501 in 2009, which include GASP-WEBT, F-GAMMA and many others 

Summary: 
We are performing an unprecedentedly long and dense monitoring of the multifrequency (radio to TeV) emission from the 
classical TeV blazars Mrk 421 and Mrk 501. These objects are among the brightest X-ray/TeV blazars in the sky and among 
the few sources whose Spectral Energy Distributions (SED) can be almost completely characterized by the current 
instruments. This is a multi-year, multi-instrument program involving the participation of VLBA, Swift, RXTE, MAGIC, 
VERITAS, Whipple, F-GAMMA, GASP-WEBT, and other collaborations and instruments which provide the most detailed 
temporal and energy coverage of these sources to date. In this conference, we report on some of the results we obtained 
with the multifrequency data from 2009. We show that, when Mrk421 and Mrk501 are in low states, their SEDs are very 
comparable and can be similarly modeled in the framework of a 1-zone Synchrotron self-Compton scenario with an electron 
energy distribution parameterized by three power laws with two breaks (in the electron energy distribution) at roughly the 
same energies, and a size of the emitting region comparable to the size of the partially resolved VLBA radio core.   

Recently, we had two “performance jumps” with respect to the past:  

New Generation of IACTs online since ~7 years (low Eth, high sensitivity) 

LAT in operation since ~3 year (~30 times more sensitive than EGRET) 

Culprits for the relatively poor knowledge of these objects  
1 - Time-evolving broad band spectra 

2 - Poor sensitivity to study the high-energy part (E>0.1 GeV) 

Coordination of instruments covering different energies needed   

Long observation times (with EGRET and “old” IACTs) were needed for 
signal detection  Data NOT simultaneous, and  most of the knowledge 
we have on High Synchrotron Peaked BL Lac (BL Lac-HSP) relates to 
the high state  

Enhanced observational capability can be used to 
improve our knowledge on BL Lac-HSP 

~100 times more sensitive at E>~10 GeV 

1 – We do NOT know well how blazars work 
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Exquisite characterization of the high energy component, which can 
be detected with Fermi and Cherenkov Telescopes over 5 orders of 
magnitude (0.1 GeV – 10 TeV) 

2- Motivation to observe (again) Mrk421 and Mrk501 3 –   Campaigns on Mrk421 and Mrk501 
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In general, blazars emit over a broad energy range + emission is variable.  
 ! Contemporaneous multi-instrument observations are required to study them 
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Fermi+MAGIC/VERITAS spectra cover, for the first 
time, the complete high energy component over       
5 orders of magnitude without gaps  

Both  sources were found in relatively quiescent state with 
low variability. Agreement in overlapping energies among 
instruments (with different time coverage) indicates that we 
managed to get the true average SED of Mrk421 and 
Mrk501 during the 4.5 months campaign. The VHE spectra 
was EBL corrected using Franceschini et al 2008 

Preliminary 
Host galaxy contribution at optical has been subtracted 
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Host galaxy 

4 – Results  obtained for Mrk501 (Abdo, A. A. et al. 2011, ApJ, 727, 129) and Mrk421 (Abdo, A. A. submitted to ApJ) 
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Mrk421: Finke’s code 
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Mrk501: Stawarz’ code 
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The MW data collected during 4.5 month long campaigns allowed us to produce the  most complete SED ever measured for both Mrk501 
and Mrk421  

  ! includes the full   coverage of the !-ray component. 
  ! Both sources were in relatively low/quiescent states. 

The SED  can be described with a 1-zone SSC model with an electron distribution with 2 breaks:  
  break Internal to particle acceleration (20 GeV and 25 GeV electron energies for Mrk501 and Mrk421) 
           break related to synchrotron cooling (500 GeV and 180 GeV electron energies for Mrk501 and Mrk421)  

Electron distribution consistent with being produced through 1st order Fermi acceleration  in relativistic, proton-mediated shocks  
  X-ray produced mostly by electrons above 2nd break 
  TeV dominated by electrons above 1st and 2nd break 
  MeV/GeV (Fermi) produced mostly by electrons below 1st break, but also above 1st break 

Similar SED modeling parameters for Mrk421 and Mrk501: is it by chance ?? Or is it a common property of these two objects ?  
        ! Can we extend this behaviour to other HSP-BL Lacs ??  

Y"m"F1;;$(8"+D"&0="(=%1>&%"

Study of the classical (bright) TeV sources has the advantage that, Fermi+IACTs can strongly constrain the high energy component 
  - Fermi data open a “new window” to study those objects 
   ! Spectra reaching E>0.1 TeV; overlap with  IACTs 
  - Collection of MW data is ESSENTIAL for understanding these  complex objects. 

This presentation shows “first” results from the 2009 MW campaigns on Mrk421/Mrk501. Work ongoing to extract further results from these 
MW campaigns from 2009, as well as from the campaigns we had in 2010.  

This is a multi-instrument and multi-year effort:  
Extensive (6 months) campaigns were done in 2010 and are ongoing in 2011 for Mrk421 and Mrk501. Stay tuned for new results. 
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Mrk421: Finke’s code 

Mrk501: Stawarz’ code 
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“Low-state” multi-wavelength observations
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Classical TeV HBL

Extensive Multifrequency Campaigns on the Classical 
TeV Blazars Mrk421 and Mrk501 in the Fermi Era 

David Paneque, L.Stawarz, J.Finke, M. Georganopoulos, A.Reimer and D.Tescaro 
On behalf of the Fermi, MAGIC, VERITAS collaborations and the participants/groups of the MW campaigns 

on Mrk421 and Mrk501 in 2009, which include GASP-WEBT, F-GAMMA and many others 

Summary: 
We are performing an unprecedentedly long and dense monitoring of the multifrequency (radio to TeV) emission from the 
classical TeV blazars Mrk 421 and Mrk 501. These objects are among the brightest X-ray/TeV blazars in the sky and among 
the few sources whose Spectral Energy Distributions (SED) can be almost completely characterized by the current 
instruments. This is a multi-year, multi-instrument program involving the participation of VLBA, Swift, RXTE, MAGIC, 
VERITAS, Whipple, F-GAMMA, GASP-WEBT, and other collaborations and instruments which provide the most detailed 
temporal and energy coverage of these sources to date. In this conference, we report on some of the results we obtained 
with the multifrequency data from 2009. We show that, when Mrk421 and Mrk501 are in low states, their SEDs are very 
comparable and can be similarly modeled in the framework of a 1-zone Synchrotron self-Compton scenario with an electron 
energy distribution parameterized by three power laws with two breaks (in the electron energy distribution) at roughly the 
same energies, and a size of the emitting region comparable to the size of the partially resolved VLBA radio core.   

Recently, we had two “performance jumps” with respect to the past:  

New Generation of IACTs online since ~7 years (low Eth, high sensitivity) 

LAT in operation since ~3 year (~30 times more sensitive than EGRET) 

Culprits for the relatively poor knowledge of these objects  
1 - Time-evolving broad band spectra 

2 - Poor sensitivity to study the high-energy part (E>0.1 GeV) 

Coordination of instruments covering different energies needed   

Long observation times (with EGRET and “old” IACTs) were needed for 
signal detection  Data NOT simultaneous, and  most of the knowledge 
we have on High Synchrotron Peaked BL Lac (BL Lac-HSP) relates to 
the high state  

Enhanced observational capability can be used to 
improve our knowledge on BL Lac-HSP 

~100 times more sensitive at E>~10 GeV 

1 – We do NOT know well how blazars work 
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Exquisite characterization of the high energy component, which can 
be detected with Fermi and Cherenkov Telescopes over 5 orders of 
magnitude (0.1 GeV – 10 TeV) 

2- Motivation to observe (again) Mrk421 and Mrk501 3 –   Campaigns on Mrk421 and Mrk501 
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In general, blazars emit over a broad energy range + emission is variable.  
 ! Contemporaneous multi-instrument observations are required to study them 
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Fermi+MAGIC/VERITAS spectra cover, for the first 
time, the complete high energy component over       
5 orders of magnitude without gaps  

Both  sources were found in relatively quiescent state with 
low variability. Agreement in overlapping energies among 
instruments (with different time coverage) indicates that we 
managed to get the true average SED of Mrk421 and 
Mrk501 during the 4.5 months campaign. The VHE spectra 
was EBL corrected using Franceschini et al 2008 

Preliminary 
Host galaxy contribution at optical has been subtracted 
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Host galaxy 

4 – Results  obtained for Mrk501 (Abdo, A. A. et al. 2011, ApJ, 727, 129) and Mrk421 (Abdo, A. A. submitted to ApJ) 
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Mrk421: Finke’s code 
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Mrk501: Stawarz’ code 
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The MW data collected during 4.5 month long campaigns allowed us to produce the  most complete SED ever measured for both Mrk501 
and Mrk421  

  ! includes the full   coverage of the !-ray component. 
  ! Both sources were in relatively low/quiescent states. 

The SED  can be described with a 1-zone SSC model with an electron distribution with 2 breaks:  
  break Internal to particle acceleration (20 GeV and 25 GeV electron energies for Mrk501 and Mrk421) 
           break related to synchrotron cooling (500 GeV and 180 GeV electron energies for Mrk501 and Mrk421)  

Electron distribution consistent with being produced through 1st order Fermi acceleration  in relativistic, proton-mediated shocks  
  X-ray produced mostly by electrons above 2nd break 
  TeV dominated by electrons above 1st and 2nd break 
  MeV/GeV (Fermi) produced mostly by electrons below 1st break, but also above 1st break 

Similar SED modeling parameters for Mrk421 and Mrk501: is it by chance ?? Or is it a common property of these two objects ?  
        ! Can we extend this behaviour to other HSP-BL Lacs ??  

Y"m"F1;;$(8"+D"&0="(=%1>&%"

Study of the classical (bright) TeV sources has the advantage that, Fermi+IACTs can strongly constrain the high energy component 
  - Fermi data open a “new window” to study those objects 
   ! Spectra reaching E>0.1 TeV; overlap with  IACTs 
  - Collection of MW data is ESSENTIAL for understanding these  complex objects. 

This presentation shows “first” results from the 2009 MW campaigns on Mrk421/Mrk501. Work ongoing to extract further results from these 
MW campaigns from 2009, as well as from the campaigns we had in 2010.  

This is a multi-instrument and multi-year effort:  
Extensive (6 months) campaigns were done in 2010 and are ongoing in 2011 for Mrk421 and Mrk501. Stay tuned for new results. 
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Mrk421: Finke’s code 

Mrk501: Stawarz’ code 
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J. Finke’s code

Extensive Multifrequency Campaigns on the Classical 
TeV Blazars Mrk421 and Mrk501 in the Fermi Era 

David Paneque, L.Stawarz, J.Finke, M. Georganopoulos, A.Reimer and D.Tescaro 
On behalf of the Fermi, MAGIC, VERITAS collaborations and the participants/groups of the MW campaigns 

on Mrk421 and Mrk501 in 2009, which include GASP-WEBT, F-GAMMA and many others 

Summary: 
We are performing an unprecedentedly long and dense monitoring of the multifrequency (radio to TeV) emission from the 
classical TeV blazars Mrk 421 and Mrk 501. These objects are among the brightest X-ray/TeV blazars in the sky and among 
the few sources whose Spectral Energy Distributions (SED) can be almost completely characterized by the current 
instruments. This is a multi-year, multi-instrument program involving the participation of VLBA, Swift, RXTE, MAGIC, 
VERITAS, Whipple, F-GAMMA, GASP-WEBT, and other collaborations and instruments which provide the most detailed 
temporal and energy coverage of these sources to date. In this conference, we report on some of the results we obtained 
with the multifrequency data from 2009. We show that, when Mrk421 and Mrk501 are in low states, their SEDs are very 
comparable and can be similarly modeled in the framework of a 1-zone Synchrotron self-Compton scenario with an electron 
energy distribution parameterized by three power laws with two breaks (in the electron energy distribution) at roughly the 
same energies, and a size of the emitting region comparable to the size of the partially resolved VLBA radio core.   

Recently, we had two “performance jumps” with respect to the past:  

New Generation of IACTs online since ~7 years (low Eth, high sensitivity) 

LAT in operation since ~3 year (~30 times more sensitive than EGRET) 

Culprits for the relatively poor knowledge of these objects  
1 - Time-evolving broad band spectra 

2 - Poor sensitivity to study the high-energy part (E>0.1 GeV) 

Coordination of instruments covering different energies needed   

Long observation times (with EGRET and “old” IACTs) were needed for 
signal detection  Data NOT simultaneous, and  most of the knowledge 
we have on High Synchrotron Peaked BL Lac (BL Lac-HSP) relates to 
the high state  

Enhanced observational capability can be used to 
improve our knowledge on BL Lac-HSP 

~100 times more sensitive at E>~10 GeV 

1 – We do NOT know well how blazars work 
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Exquisite characterization of the high energy component, which can 
be detected with Fermi and Cherenkov Telescopes over 5 orders of 
magnitude (0.1 GeV – 10 TeV) 

2- Motivation to observe (again) Mrk421 and Mrk501 3 –   Campaigns on Mrk421 and Mrk501 
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In general, blazars emit over a broad energy range + emission is variable.  
 ! Contemporaneous multi-instrument observations are required to study them 
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Fermi+MAGIC/VERITAS spectra cover, for the first 
time, the complete high energy component over       
5 orders of magnitude without gaps  

Both  sources were found in relatively quiescent state with 
low variability. Agreement in overlapping energies among 
instruments (with different time coverage) indicates that we 
managed to get the true average SED of Mrk421 and 
Mrk501 during the 4.5 months campaign. The VHE spectra 
was EBL corrected using Franceschini et al 2008 

Preliminary 
Host galaxy contribution at optical has been subtracted 
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4 – Results  obtained for Mrk501 (Abdo, A. A. et al. 2011, ApJ, 727, 129) and Mrk421 (Abdo, A. A. submitted to ApJ) 
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Mrk421: Finke’s code 
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Mrk501: Stawarz’ code 
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The MW data collected during 4.5 month long campaigns allowed us to produce the  most complete SED ever measured for both Mrk501 
and Mrk421  

  ! includes the full   coverage of the !-ray component. 
  ! Both sources were in relatively low/quiescent states. 

The SED  can be described with a 1-zone SSC model with an electron distribution with 2 breaks:  
  break Internal to particle acceleration (20 GeV and 25 GeV electron energies for Mrk501 and Mrk421) 
           break related to synchrotron cooling (500 GeV and 180 GeV electron energies for Mrk501 and Mrk421)  

Electron distribution consistent with being produced through 1st order Fermi acceleration  in relativistic, proton-mediated shocks  
  X-ray produced mostly by electrons above 2nd break 
  TeV dominated by electrons above 1st and 2nd break 
  MeV/GeV (Fermi) produced mostly by electrons below 1st break, but also above 1st break 

Similar SED modeling parameters for Mrk421 and Mrk501: is it by chance ?? Or is it a common property of these two objects ?  
        ! Can we extend this behaviour to other HSP-BL Lacs ??  

Y"m"F1;;$(8"+D"&0="(=%1>&%"

Study of the classical (bright) TeV sources has the advantage that, Fermi+IACTs can strongly constrain the high energy component 
  - Fermi data open a “new window” to study those objects 
   ! Spectra reaching E>0.1 TeV; overlap with  IACTs 
  - Collection of MW data is ESSENTIAL for understanding these  complex objects. 

This presentation shows “first” results from the 2009 MW campaigns on Mrk421/Mrk501. Work ongoing to extract further results from these 
MW campaigns from 2009, as well as from the campaigns we had in 2010.  

This is a multi-instrument and multi-year effort:  
Extensive (6 months) campaigns were done in 2010 and are ongoing in 2011 for Mrk421 and Mrk501. Stay tuned for new results. 
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Mrk421: Finke’s code 

Mrk501: Stawarz’ code 
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L. Stawarz’s code

Synchrotron self-Compton modeling

Extensive Multifrequency Campaigns on the Classical 
TeV Blazars Mrk421 and Mrk501 in the Fermi Era 

David Paneque, L.Stawarz, J.Finke, M. Georganopoulos, A.Reimer and D.Tescaro 
On behalf of the Fermi, MAGIC, VERITAS collaborations and the participants/groups of the MW campaigns 

on Mrk421 and Mrk501 in 2009, which include GASP-WEBT, F-GAMMA and many others 

Summary: 
We are performing an unprecedentedly long and dense monitoring of the multifrequency (radio to TeV) emission from the 
classical TeV blazars Mrk 421 and Mrk 501. These objects are among the brightest X-ray/TeV blazars in the sky and among 
the few sources whose Spectral Energy Distributions (SED) can be almost completely characterized by the current 
instruments. This is a multi-year, multi-instrument program involving the participation of VLBA, Swift, RXTE, MAGIC, 
VERITAS, Whipple, F-GAMMA, GASP-WEBT, and other collaborations and instruments which provide the most detailed 
temporal and energy coverage of these sources to date. In this conference, we report on some of the results we obtained 
with the multifrequency data from 2009. We show that, when Mrk421 and Mrk501 are in low states, their SEDs are very 
comparable and can be similarly modeled in the framework of a 1-zone Synchrotron self-Compton scenario with an electron 
energy distribution parameterized by three power laws with two breaks (in the electron energy distribution) at roughly the 
same energies, and a size of the emitting region comparable to the size of the partially resolved VLBA radio core.   

Recently, we had two “performance jumps” with respect to the past:  

New Generation of IACTs online since ~7 years (low Eth, high sensitivity) 

LAT in operation since ~3 year (~30 times more sensitive than EGRET) 

Culprits for the relatively poor knowledge of these objects  
1 - Time-evolving broad band spectra 

2 - Poor sensitivity to study the high-energy part (E>0.1 GeV) 

Coordination of instruments covering different energies needed   

Long observation times (with EGRET and “old” IACTs) were needed for 
signal detection  Data NOT simultaneous, and  most of the knowledge 
we have on High Synchrotron Peaked BL Lac (BL Lac-HSP) relates to 
the high state  

Enhanced observational capability can be used to 
improve our knowledge on BL Lac-HSP 

~100 times more sensitive at E>~10 GeV 

1 – We do NOT know well how blazars work 
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Exquisite characterization of the high energy component, which can 
be detected with Fermi and Cherenkov Telescopes over 5 orders of 
magnitude (0.1 GeV – 10 TeV) 

2- Motivation to observe (again) Mrk421 and Mrk501 3 –   Campaigns on Mrk421 and Mrk501 
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In general, blazars emit over a broad energy range + emission is variable.  
 ! Contemporaneous multi-instrument observations are required to study them 
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Fermi+MAGIC/VERITAS spectra cover, for the first 
time, the complete high energy component over       
5 orders of magnitude without gaps  

Both  sources were found in relatively quiescent state with 
low variability. Agreement in overlapping energies among 
instruments (with different time coverage) indicates that we 
managed to get the true average SED of Mrk421 and 
Mrk501 during the 4.5 months campaign. The VHE spectra 
was EBL corrected using Franceschini et al 2008 

Preliminary 
Host galaxy contribution at optical has been subtracted 
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Host galaxy 

4 – Results  obtained for Mrk501 (Abdo, A. A. et al. 2011, ApJ, 727, 129) and Mrk421 (Abdo, A. A. submitted to ApJ) 
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Mrk421: Finke’s code 
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Mrk501: Stawarz’ code 
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The MW data collected during 4.5 month long campaigns allowed us to produce the  most complete SED ever measured for both Mrk501 
and Mrk421  

  ! includes the full   coverage of the !-ray component. 
  ! Both sources were in relatively low/quiescent states. 

The SED  can be described with a 1-zone SSC model with an electron distribution with 2 breaks:  
  break Internal to particle acceleration (20 GeV and 25 GeV electron energies for Mrk501 and Mrk421) 
           break related to synchrotron cooling (500 GeV and 180 GeV electron energies for Mrk501 and Mrk421)  

Electron distribution consistent with being produced through 1st order Fermi acceleration  in relativistic, proton-mediated shocks  
  X-ray produced mostly by electrons above 2nd break 
  TeV dominated by electrons above 1st and 2nd break 
  MeV/GeV (Fermi) produced mostly by electrons below 1st break, but also above 1st break 

Similar SED modeling parameters for Mrk421 and Mrk501: is it by chance ?? Or is it a common property of these two objects ?  
        ! Can we extend this behaviour to other HSP-BL Lacs ??  

Y"m"F1;;$(8"+D"&0="(=%1>&%"

Study of the classical (bright) TeV sources has the advantage that, Fermi+IACTs can strongly constrain the high energy component 
  - Fermi data open a “new window” to study those objects 
   ! Spectra reaching E>0.1 TeV; overlap with  IACTs 
  - Collection of MW data is ESSENTIAL for understanding these  complex objects. 

This presentation shows “first” results from the 2009 MW campaigns on Mrk421/Mrk501. Work ongoing to extract further results from these 
MW campaigns from 2009, as well as from the campaigns we had in 2010.  

This is a multi-instrument and multi-year effort:  
Extensive (6 months) campaigns were done in 2010 and are ongoing in 2011 for Mrk421 and Mrk501. Stay tuned for new results. 
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Mrk421: Finke’s code 

Mrk501: Stawarz’ code 
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Extensive Multifrequency Campaigns on the Classical 
TeV Blazars Mrk421 and Mrk501 in the Fermi Era 

David Paneque, L.Stawarz, J.Finke, M. Georganopoulos, A.Reimer and D.Tescaro 
On behalf of the Fermi, MAGIC, VERITAS collaborations and the participants/groups of the MW campaigns 

on Mrk421 and Mrk501 in 2009, which include GASP-WEBT, F-GAMMA and many others 

Summary: 
We are performing an unprecedentedly long and dense monitoring of the multifrequency (radio to TeV) emission from the 
classical TeV blazars Mrk 421 and Mrk 501. These objects are among the brightest X-ray/TeV blazars in the sky and among 
the few sources whose Spectral Energy Distributions (SED) can be almost completely characterized by the current 
instruments. This is a multi-year, multi-instrument program involving the participation of VLBA, Swift, RXTE, MAGIC, 
VERITAS, Whipple, F-GAMMA, GASP-WEBT, and other collaborations and instruments which provide the most detailed 
temporal and energy coverage of these sources to date. In this conference, we report on some of the results we obtained 
with the multifrequency data from 2009. We show that, when Mrk421 and Mrk501 are in low states, their SEDs are very 
comparable and can be similarly modeled in the framework of a 1-zone Synchrotron self-Compton scenario with an electron 
energy distribution parameterized by three power laws with two breaks (in the electron energy distribution) at roughly the 
same energies, and a size of the emitting region comparable to the size of the partially resolved VLBA radio core.   

Recently, we had two “performance jumps” with respect to the past:  

New Generation of IACTs online since ~7 years (low Eth, high sensitivity) 

LAT in operation since ~3 year (~30 times more sensitive than EGRET) 

Culprits for the relatively poor knowledge of these objects  
1 - Time-evolving broad band spectra 

2 - Poor sensitivity to study the high-energy part (E>0.1 GeV) 

Coordination of instruments covering different energies needed   

Long observation times (with EGRET and “old” IACTs) were needed for 
signal detection  Data NOT simultaneous, and  most of the knowledge 
we have on High Synchrotron Peaked BL Lac (BL Lac-HSP) relates to 
the high state  

Enhanced observational capability can be used to 
improve our knowledge on BL Lac-HSP 

~100 times more sensitive at E>~10 GeV 

1 – We do NOT know well how blazars work 
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Exquisite characterization of the high energy component, which can 
be detected with Fermi and Cherenkov Telescopes over 5 orders of 
magnitude (0.1 GeV – 10 TeV) 

2- Motivation to observe (again) Mrk421 and Mrk501 3 –   Campaigns on Mrk421 and Mrk501 
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In general, blazars emit over a broad energy range + emission is variable.  
 ! Contemporaneous multi-instrument observations are required to study them 
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Fermi+MAGIC/VERITAS spectra cover, for the first 
time, the complete high energy component over       
5 orders of magnitude without gaps  

Both  sources were found in relatively quiescent state with 
low variability. Agreement in overlapping energies among 
instruments (with different time coverage) indicates that we 
managed to get the true average SED of Mrk421 and 
Mrk501 during the 4.5 months campaign. The VHE spectra 
was EBL corrected using Franceschini et al 2008 

Preliminary 
Host galaxy contribution at optical has been subtracted 
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Host galaxy 

4 – Results  obtained for Mrk501 (Abdo, A. A. et al. 2011, ApJ, 727, 129) and Mrk421 (Abdo, A. A. submitted to ApJ) 
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Mrk421: Finke’s code 
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Mrk501: Stawarz’ code 
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Electrons above o2(RW""emit X-rays   
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The MW data collected during 4.5 month long campaigns allowed us to produce the  most complete SED ever measured for both Mrk501 
and Mrk421  

  ! includes the full   coverage of the !-ray component. 
  ! Both sources were in relatively low/quiescent states. 

The SED  can be described with a 1-zone SSC model with an electron distribution with 2 breaks:  
  break Internal to particle acceleration (20 GeV and 25 GeV electron energies for Mrk501 and Mrk421) 
           break related to synchrotron cooling (500 GeV and 180 GeV electron energies for Mrk501 and Mrk421)  

Electron distribution consistent with being produced through 1st order Fermi acceleration  in relativistic, proton-mediated shocks  
  X-ray produced mostly by electrons above 2nd break 
  TeV dominated by electrons above 1st and 2nd break 
  MeV/GeV (Fermi) produced mostly by electrons below 1st break, but also above 1st break 

Similar SED modeling parameters for Mrk421 and Mrk501: is it by chance ?? Or is it a common property of these two objects ?  
        ! Can we extend this behaviour to other HSP-BL Lacs ??  

Y"m"F1;;$(8"+D"&0="(=%1>&%"

Study of the classical (bright) TeV sources has the advantage that, Fermi+IACTs can strongly constrain the high energy component 
  - Fermi data open a “new window” to study those objects 
   ! Spectra reaching E>0.1 TeV; overlap with  IACTs 
  - Collection of MW data is ESSENTIAL for understanding these  complex objects. 

This presentation shows “first” results from the 2009 MW campaigns on Mrk421/Mrk501. Work ongoing to extract further results from these 
MW campaigns from 2009, as well as from the campaigns we had in 2010.  

This is a multi-instrument and multi-year effort:  
Extensive (6 months) campaigns were done in 2010 and are ongoing in 2011 for Mrk421 and Mrk501. Stay tuned for new results. 
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Mrk421: Finke’s code 

Mrk501: Stawarz’ code 
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Preliminary 

Preliminary 

Preliminary 

Markarian 421 Markarian 501

Two breaks in electron spectrum required 
to fit the data. Has been seen in another 
bright TeV HBL - PKS2155-304.

Fit parameters similar between two AGN, 
is this something fundamental about the 
bright TeV AGN?

(D. Paneque)
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GeV-TeV LBL
Ap Lib (PKS 1414-241, z=0.049)

Gamma-ray emission from AP Librae (PKS 1514-24)

Abstract: The BL Lac type object AP Librae (z=0.049) has been detected at the 7 standard deviation level in 11h of live time observations 
with the High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.) in the summer of 2010. The Fermi-LAT source 1FGL J1517.8-2423, associated with AP 
Librae, has a hard gamma-ray spectrum with a photon index of 2.1 ± 0.1. No flux variability is detected in the H.E.S.S. data-set nor in 25 
months of Fermi-LAT data. From the broad-band spectral-energy distribution AP Librae has been classified as a low-frequency-peaked BL 
Lac. Archival and contemporaneous X-ray observations by the Swift and RXTE satellites show a hard energy spectrum which, together with 
the flat Fermi-LAT spectrum and the H.E.S.S. detection at VHE energies, indicate an unusually broad high-energy component stretching from 
X-rays to VHE gamma rays, comparable to BL Lac.

Fig. 1: Swift/XRT count map of the region located near AP Librae. 
The coordinates of the peak of the X-ray emission are consistent 
with the VLBI position of AP Librae5. The contour lines corre-
spond to the 68%-95%-99% confidence levels on the Fermi 
source localization.

1. AP Librae:
The vast majority of VHE gamma-ray emitting active galaxies belong to the BL Lac class, itself 
subdivided into high-frequency, intermediate-frequency and low-frequency peaked BL Lacs 
(HBL, IBL, and LBL respectively). The VHE gamma-ray emitters are mostly HBL, with AP Librae 
being only the third LBL seen by an atmospheric cherenkov telescope. LBL objects tend to have 
higher luminosities, are mostly found in radio surveys (while HBLs are mostly found
in X-ray surveys), and might be a distinct class from HBLs though there could be a continuity 
between the LBL and HBL. The multiwavelength characterization of these blazars is of para-
mount importance in the development of models which explain the broad band emission, from 
millimeter to VHE energies, as originating from a dissipative region in a highly relativistic jet.

Pascal Fortin 1& Berrie Giebels 2

1 on behalf of the Fermi LAT Collaboration
2 on behalf of the H.E.S.S. Collaboration
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2. Observations and data analysis:
AP Librae was targeted for H.E.S.S. observations after this source was seen in the Fermi Bright 
Source List, with a photon index of ~2, much harder than the EGRET index of 2.7, based on 
which one would not predict significant VHE emission. After the initial H.E.S.S. detection at the 
7σ level in 11 hours of live time exposure (ATel #2743), the X-ray component was probed by the 
Swift/XRT and RXTE/PCA detectors. This showed that the second component of the spectral 
energy distribution (SED), usually attributed to inverse-Compton radiation, is present at energies 
as low as ~0.3 keV, as indicated by the hard X-ray photon index of 1.6 ± 0.1. The H.E.S.S. spec-
trum is well described by a power law of index 2.5 ± 0.2, compatible with an extrapolated Fermi 
spectrum attenuated by a Franceschini-type1 model of the extragalactic 
background light.

The Fermi-LAT data for this analysis were taken from 4 August 2008 to 4 
September 2010 (25 months). These data were analyzed using the standard 
Fermi analysis software (ScienceTools v9r19p0; IRF P6_V3_DIFFUSE) 
available from the FSSC. The contribution from discrete sources, a diffuse 
galactic background, and an isotropic background2 were modeled in the 
analysis. Events were analyzed using an unbinned maximum likelihood 
method3,4. AP Librae is located well within the Fermi 95% confidence con-

2010 Texas Symposium, 6-10 December 2010, Heidelberg Germany

tour (see Fig. 1). No evidence for variability in the source flux or spectral in-
dex was found during the course of these observations. The light curve is 
shown in Fig. 2. The energy spectrum is well described by a power law with 
spectral index of 2.1 ± 0.1. No evidence for curvature is found. The integral 
flux between 300 MeV and 300 GeV is (1.9 ± 0.1) x 10-8 cm-2 s-1. The most 
energetic photon in the Fermi data is at 160 GeV.
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the Swedish National Space Board in Sweden.
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IPNP of the Charles University, the Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education, the South African Department of Science and Technology and National Research Foundation, and by the University of Namibia. We ap-
preciate the excellent work of the technical support staff in Berlin, Durham, Hamburg, Heidelberg, Palaiseau, Paris, Saclay, and in Namibia in the construction and operation of the equipment.

With a synchrotron cutoff at energies of ~0.1 keV, while HBLs have cutoffs >10 
keV (often with softer intrinsic VHE spectra as well), this is a unique BL Lac 
with which to probe the link between these two classes and show that syn-
chrotron X-ray brightness is not required to produce copious VHE gamma 
rays. Following the prescription of Abdo et al. (2010)6, each component of the 
SED has been fitted with a 3rd degree polynomial in νFν, showing that the 
synchrotron and Compton peak energies are in the IR and the MeV bands re-
spectively. The width of the Compton peak is about twice the width of the syn-
chroton peak, posing challenges for synchrotron self-Compton type models of 
this source, since they require either uncomfortably large Doppler factors, or an ad-
ditional external radiation field.

6. SED and Conclusions:

Fig. 3: SED of AP Librae. The small black points are archival data from NED, while 
the red points are from contemporaneous Swift/XRT and RXTE/PCA, Fermi, and 
H.E.S.S. observations. Each component of the SED was fitted with with a 3rd de-
gree polynomial in νFν.

Fig. 2: Fermi light curve for 25 months of data on AP Librae. No evidence for variability 
was found in the 14 day-binned light curve.

Prelim
inary

(P. Fortin, et al., PoS(Texas2010) 199)

Fermi BSL source, targeted by HESS as potential TeV emitter based on 
extrapolation of GeV spectrum. Detected at in 11 hours at >7σ.

Hard X-ray spectrum, indicates that synchrotron component falls off below X-ray 
energies. Possibly indicating that HE component dominates for E>0.3keV.

Difficult to explain this with SSC. 

Extensive Multifrequency Campaigns on the Classical 
TeV Blazars Mrk421 and Mrk501 in the Fermi Era 

David Paneque, L.Stawarz, J.Finke, M. Georganopoulos, A.Reimer and D.Tescaro 
On behalf of the Fermi, MAGIC, VERITAS collaborations and the participants/groups of the MW campaigns 

on Mrk421 and Mrk501 in 2009, which include GASP-WEBT, F-GAMMA and many others 

Summary: 
We are performing an unprecedentedly long and dense monitoring of the multifrequency (radio to TeV) emission from the 
classical TeV blazars Mrk 421 and Mrk 501. These objects are among the brightest X-ray/TeV blazars in the sky and among 
the few sources whose Spectral Energy Distributions (SED) can be almost completely characterized by the current 
instruments. This is a multi-year, multi-instrument program involving the participation of VLBA, Swift, RXTE, MAGIC, 
VERITAS, Whipple, F-GAMMA, GASP-WEBT, and other collaborations and instruments which provide the most detailed 
temporal and energy coverage of these sources to date. In this conference, we report on some of the results we obtained 
with the multifrequency data from 2009. We show that, when Mrk421 and Mrk501 are in low states, their SEDs are very 
comparable and can be similarly modeled in the framework of a 1-zone Synchrotron self-Compton scenario with an electron 
energy distribution parameterized by three power laws with two breaks (in the electron energy distribution) at roughly the 
same energies, and a size of the emitting region comparable to the size of the partially resolved VLBA radio core.   

Recently, we had two “performance jumps” with respect to the past:  

New Generation of IACTs online since ~7 years (low Eth, high sensitivity) 

LAT in operation since ~3 year (~30 times more sensitive than EGRET) 

Culprits for the relatively poor knowledge of these objects  
1 - Time-evolving broad band spectra 

2 - Poor sensitivity to study the high-energy part (E>0.1 GeV) 

Coordination of instruments covering different energies needed   

Long observation times (with EGRET and “old” IACTs) were needed for 
signal detection  Data NOT simultaneous, and  most of the knowledge 
we have on High Synchrotron Peaked BL Lac (BL Lac-HSP) relates to 
the high state  

Enhanced observational capability can be used to 
improve our knowledge on BL Lac-HSP 

~100 times more sensitive at E>~10 GeV 

1 – We do NOT know well how blazars work 
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Exquisite characterization of the high energy component, which can 
be detected with Fermi and Cherenkov Telescopes over 5 orders of 
magnitude (0.1 GeV – 10 TeV) 

2- Motivation to observe (again) Mrk421 and Mrk501 3 –   Campaigns on Mrk421 and Mrk501 
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In general, blazars emit over a broad energy range + emission is variable.  
 ! Contemporaneous multi-instrument observations are required to study them 
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Fermi+MAGIC/VERITAS spectra cover, for the first 
time, the complete high energy component over       
5 orders of magnitude without gaps  

Both  sources were found in relatively quiescent state with 
low variability. Agreement in overlapping energies among 
instruments (with different time coverage) indicates that we 
managed to get the true average SED of Mrk421 and 
Mrk501 during the 4.5 months campaign. The VHE spectra 
was EBL corrected using Franceschini et al 2008 

Preliminary 
Host galaxy contribution at optical has been subtracted 
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Host galaxy 

4 – Results  obtained for Mrk501 (Abdo, A. A. et al. 2011, ApJ, 727, 129) and Mrk421 (Abdo, A. A. submitted to ApJ) 

VMX"m""?);="$,."=,=(:8"<+'=($:=" VMW"m""FQ=<&($>"5,=(:8"i)%&()21*+,"-F5i6" VMN"m""F5i";+.=>),:"/)&0"X!E+,="F8,<0(+&(+,"%=>D!h+;Q&+,"%<=,$()+"

R [cm] 5.2e16 

B [G] 3.8e-2 

delta 21.0 

!e" 10 

#min 800 

s1 2.2 

#brk_1 5.e4 

s2 2.7 

#brk_2 3.9e5 

s3 4.7 

#max 1.0e8 

F);)>$(";+.=>"Q$($;=&=(%"D+("U(@VWX"$,."U(@YLX"-2+&0".1(),:"(=>$*'=>8">+/"$<*')&86"

"""""!">1?)"+@")%1A*2"$)21+*"1."0+%4&$&(5)"B1,3",3)"4&$C&55'"$).+5D)E"8FG7"0+$)"

""""!"H1$.,"($)&I"1*,$1*.10",+")5)0,$+*"E1.,$1(/C+*J".)0+*E"($)&I"1."4$+(&(5'"E/)",+"0++51*2"

c%")&"28"<0$,<=""&0$&"/="k,."'=(8"<+;Q$($2>=";+.=>),:"Q$($;=&=(%"n"`("$(="/=".=$>),:"

/)&0"%+;="<+;;+,"Q(+Q=(*=%"D+("&0=%="W"+2I=<&%"n"c,"<$%="&0=%="$(="<+;;+,"

Q(+Q=(*=%"+D"U(@VWX"$,."U(@YLX"),"T1)=%<=,&"%&$&=R"<$,"/="=C&($Q+>$&="&0)%"2=0$')+1("

&+"+&0=("4Fe"!"AB"B$<%"nn""

Mrk421: Finke’s code 

R [cm] 1.3e17 

B [G] 1.5e-2 

delta 12.0 

!e" 56 

#min 600 

s1 2.2 

#brk_1 4.e4 

s2 2.7 

#brk_2 9.e5 

s3 3.7 

#max 1.5e7 

Mrk501: Stawarz’ code 

4):0"o;),"$,."%XKWMW")%"<+,%)%&=,&"/)&0"&0=";+.=>%"+D".)a1%="-X%&""+(.=("#=(;)6"Q$(*<>="

$<<=>=($*+,"),"(=>$*')%*<R"Q(+&+,!;=.)$&=."%0+<@%"

5p<)=,&"$<<=>=($*+,"D+("=>=<&(+,%"$2+'="o;),"K"qLL!rLL""

Mrk421 

Mrk501 

:(==," "o;),"s"o"s"o2(RX""
2>1=" "o2(RX"s"o"s"o2(RW(
Q1(Q>=" "o2(RW"s"o""-=;)&"$&"t"u"XL

Xv"4E"6(

8"%'+$1?P"%.("A('0-(4$Q-+-%'(.-)#-%'.("A('0-(-2-/'+"%(-%-+),(4$.'+$1?P"%((

(=."" "o;),"s"o"s"o2(RX((
:(==," "o2(RX"s"o"s"o2(RW(
2>1=" "o2(RW"s"o"-=;)&"$&"t"u"XL

Xv"4E"6(

VMV"m"i)%<1%%)+,]"4):0"5,=(:8"h+;Q+,=,&""

h>+%=">++@"&+"&0=""0):0"=,=(:8""<+;Q+,=,&"+D"U(@VWX"$,."U(@YLX"

Mrk421 Mrk501 

Electrons above o2(RW""emit X-rays   

:3)")5)0,$+*."&(+D)"K*E"($)&I"&$)"$).4+*.1(5)"@+$",3)"LM$&'.J"&*E"
)5)0,$+*."&(+D)"N.,"&*E"K*E"($)&I"$).4+*.1(5)"@+$",3)":)8"")%1..1+*"
!"6+$$)5&C+*"LM$&'O:)8"%/.,")P1.,"(/,",3)"$)5&C+*"1."Q#:",$1D1&5"
R)8OS)8"H)$%1"43+,+*."4$+E/0)E"%+.,5'"('")5)0,$+*."G9F#T"N.,"($)&I"

The MW data collected during 4.5 month long campaigns allowed us to produce the  most complete SED ever measured for both Mrk501 
and Mrk421  

  ! includes the full   coverage of the !-ray component. 
  ! Both sources were in relatively low/quiescent states. 

The SED  can be described with a 1-zone SSC model with an electron distribution with 2 breaks:  
  break Internal to particle acceleration (20 GeV and 25 GeV electron energies for Mrk501 and Mrk421) 
           break related to synchrotron cooling (500 GeV and 180 GeV electron energies for Mrk501 and Mrk421)  

Electron distribution consistent with being produced through 1st order Fermi acceleration  in relativistic, proton-mediated shocks  
  X-ray produced mostly by electrons above 2nd break 
  TeV dominated by electrons above 1st and 2nd break 
  MeV/GeV (Fermi) produced mostly by electrons below 1st break, but also above 1st break 

Similar SED modeling parameters for Mrk421 and Mrk501: is it by chance ?? Or is it a common property of these two objects ?  
        ! Can we extend this behaviour to other HSP-BL Lacs ??  

Y"m"F1;;$(8"+D"&0="(=%1>&%"

Study of the classical (bright) TeV sources has the advantage that, Fermi+IACTs can strongly constrain the high energy component 
  - Fermi data open a “new window” to study those objects 
   ! Spectra reaching E>0.1 TeV; overlap with  IACTs 
  - Collection of MW data is ESSENTIAL for understanding these  complex objects. 

This presentation shows “first” results from the 2009 MW campaigns on Mrk421/Mrk501. Work ongoing to extract further results from these 
MW campaigns from 2009, as well as from the campaigns we had in 2010.  

This is a multi-instrument and multi-year effort:  
Extensive (6 months) campaigns were done in 2010 and are ongoing in 2011 for Mrk421 and Mrk501. Stay tuned for new results. 

q"m"h+,<>1%)+,%"$,."+1&>++@"

Mrk421: Finke’s code 

Mrk501: Stawarz’ code 

U(@YLX]"LMXY";$%"w"N=Xv"<;"!""N"*;=%"&0="%)E="+D"&0="FFh"2>+2"

U(@VWX]"LMLq!LMXW";$%"w"X"m"W"=Xv"<;""!"W"m"V"*;=%"&0="%)E="+D"&0="FFh"2>+2"

4$'="/="D+1,."&0=">+<$*+,"+D"2>$E$("=;)%%)+,"D+("&0=%="+2I=<&%"n""

Preliminary 

Preliminary 

Preliminary 

Reminder: Markarian 421



GeV-TeV FSRQ
PKS 1222+21 (4C 21.35, z=0.432)

(Aleksić, J. et al. 2011, ApJL, 730, L8)
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Fig. 2.— PKS1222+21 light curve above 100GeV, in 6 minutes bins (black filled circles).

The observation was carried out on MJD 55364. The black solid line is a fit with an ex-

ponential function and the black dotted line a fit with a linear function. The grey open

squares denote the fluxes from the background events and the grey dashed line is a fit with

a constant function to these points.
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Fig. 3.— High energy SED of PKS1222+21 during the flare of 2010 June 17 (MJD 55364.9),

showing Fermi/LAT (squares) and MAGIC (circles) di!erential fluxes. A red bow tie in the

MeV/GeV range represents the uncertainty of the likelihood fit to the Fermi/LAT data.

The unfolded and deabsorbed spectral fit of the MAGIC data is also shown as a red bow

tie, extrapolated to lower and higher energies (dotted lines) according to Abdo et al. (2009).

A thick solid line (photon index " = 2.7) indicates a possible extrapolation of the MAGIC

deabsorbed data to lower energies. The thick dashed line represents the EBL absorbed spec-

trum obtained from the extrapolated intrinsic spectrum using the model by Dominguez et al.

(2011).

FSRQ have not generally been detected as 
TeV emitters in the pre-Fermi era (exception 
is 3C279 detected by MAGIC during big flare)

MAGIC observations prompted by increasing 
GeV flux detected and reported rapidly by 
Fermi flare advocate program.

MAGIC report 70-400GeV flux of ~1Crab.

Significant variability: doubling time of 10 
minutes compatible with TeV observations

Fermi spectrum “compatible” with extension 
of MAGIC spectrum, but significant intrinsic 
hardening observed in spectrum between the 
two bands.

Multi-wavelength studies and modeling are 
ongoing.



GeV-TeV non-blazars
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Fig. 5.— The SED of the Cen A core with model fits. Colored symbols are observations between

August and May 2009, the epoch of the LAT observations. These include observations of, from

low to high frequency: the TANAMI VLBI (red squares), Swift-XRT (red crosses), Suzaku (brown

circles), Swift-BAT (red circles), and Fermi-LAT (red diamonds). Black symbols are archival data,

(Marconi et al. 2000) including HESS observations (Aharonian et al. 2009). Curves are model fits

to nuclear region of Cen A. The green curve is a synchrotron/SSC fit to the entire data set. The

dashed green curve shows this model without !! attenuation. The violet curve is a similar fit but

is designed to under fit the X-ray data, and the brown curve is designed to fit the HESS data while

not over-producing the other data in the SED. The blue curve is the decelerating jet model fit

(Georganopoulos & Kazanas 2003). See Table 2 for the parameters of these model curves.
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Fig. 3.— Spectrum of the Cen A core from di!erential fluxes derived for successive energy ranges

from model B (black circles). The black bowtie indicates the best fit 0.1 – 30 GeV LAT flux and

" with statistical errors only, while the green bowtie indicates this with systematic errors as well.

The LAT spectrum is extrapolated into the HESS energy range (dashed lines). The HESS data

from Aharonian et al. (2009) are shown (red squares) and the HESS data shifted to lower flux by

their statistical and systematic normalization error (blue squares). The latter are also shifted in

energy by 10% for clarity.

Centaurus A (core)

Fig. 1. [top] Fermi-LAT !-ray (>200 MeV) counts maps centered on Cen A displayed with
square-root scaling. In both panels, a model of the Galactic and isotropic emission components
were subtracted (in contrast to the observed counts profile presented in Fig. 2). The images are
shown before [left] and and after [right] additional subtraction of field point sources (SOM),
and are shown adaptively smoothed with a minimum signal-to-noise ratio of 10. In the right
panel, the white circle with a diameter of 1! is approximately the scale of the LAT PSF width.
[bottom] For comparison, the 22 GHz radio map from the 5-year WMAP dataset (8) with a
resolution 0!.83 is shown.

9

Fermi resolves core and lobe emission from Cen A.

Extrapolation of LAT core spectrum under-predicts HESS 
emission from Cen A, though spectral indices compatible.

Marginal evidence for additional radiative component.

(Abdo, A. A. et al. 2010, Science 328, 725 & ApJ, 719, 1433)



Future perspectives
Fermi 10GeV catalog

Sources in the Fermi Sky 
Above 10 GeV 

David Paneque, Pascal Fortin, Jean Ballet, Toby Burnett, Jürgen Knödlseder  
on behalf of the Fermi Large Area Telescope Collaboration 

Summary:  

• A view of the Very High Energy gamma-ray sky using Fermi-LAT data obtained during the first 2 years is shown 

 ! Flat distribution of sources dominated by AGNs 

• A clear relation is found between photon flux above 50 GeV and detectability at VHE with Cherenkov Telescopes 

• We identify new candidate VHE sources which may be detectable with current generation Cherenkov telescopes 

  ! A list of 13 new candidate VHE sources is given in this poster 

1 – Goal of this work 
1.1 – Understand better the Fermi sources at  “almost” Very High Energy 
(>100 GeV, thereafter VHE) 

1.2 – Provide a guide to Cherenkov Telescopes (small field of view, ~10% 
duty cycle) to look for new VHE sources. Before Fermi, the search for new 
VHE sources (based on EGRET, X-ray, optical, radio and various  
assumptions) was inefficient (~70% time wasted !!).  

 !In the long term the point 1.2 contributes to the point 1.1 

2 – Methodology 
2.1 –Use photons above10 GeV (trading off between photon statistics and  
        proximity to VHE) 

2.2 – Seed photons obtained with the union of three different search algorithms 
 MR_Filter (Starck, J.-L., & Pierre, M. 1998, A&AS, 128, 397) 
 PGWave (Damiani, F.,et al.,. 1997, ApJ, 483, 350) 
 Minimum Spanning Tree (Campana, R. et al., 2008, MNRAS, 383, 1166) 

2.3 – Localization performed with pointlike 

2.4 – Spectral analysis performed with binned gtlike 
 IRF : P6V11 DIFFUSE 
  ! PSF derived from in-flight  data 
 Power law function fitted to data in energy range 10-500 GeV 
 ! No indication of spectral curvature (partially due to low photon statistics) 

4 – Source candidates to be detected at VHE energies  
4.2 - There is a clear relation: sources detected at VHE with IACT have high photon fluxes above 50 GeV 

 ! A simple sorting of the sources according to the estimated flux above 50 GeV provides a VHE-biased  
 source list which can be used to find good candidate VHE sources 

4.3 – Below is a table with the PRELIMINARY list of sources sorted according to decreasing photon flux above 50 GeV.  
`  ! The table is truncated at the 50th object and contains 13 objects that have not been detected at VHE. 

 The complete list of sources will be presented elsewhere 
 ! The errors in the table show only statistical uncertainties. The systematic uncertainties are estimated to be 20%  
 (see  http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/LAT_caveats.html) 

3 – Results: 2 years of LAT photons above 10 GeV 
Crosses mark the location of the 334 sources with TS> 25 

Some regions of the sky are almost “empty” 
! Low diffuse bkg allows for detection of sources with only few photons 

Chi2/ndf  15.5/11 
Prob      0.16 
P0  12.3±1.0 

Chi2/ndf    7.5/11 
Prob      0.76 
P0  10.9±1.0 

Flat distribution of 
sources, with the 
exception of a 5 deg 
region along the galactic 
plane, where the density 
of sources is about 3 
times larger than in the 
rest of the sky 
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!!"In this work we define the Crab 
Nebula flux unit as FCNU (E>50 GeV) 
= 9.7 x 10-10 ph cm-2 s-1"

A complete list of the LAT sources detected above 10 GeV, as well as a characterization of the variability and population implications 
from these sources will be presented elsewhere  

Known VHE sources tend 
to have a high photon 
flux above 50 GeV 
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AGN dominate the Fermi-LAT 
sky above 10 GeV 

Preliminary 

Preliminary 

 RA   DEC   Association   Redshift   Type  Flux (E>10 GeV)  Photon Index  Flux (E>50 GeV)  Flux (E>50 GeV) 
[deg] [deg] [10-10 ph cm-2 s-1] [10-10 ph cm-2 s-1] Crab Nebula units** 
!""#!$%& %'#$()& *+,-$!& (#(%!& ./0102& &-!#$&3&$#4&&& &!#)'&3&(#()&& !$#-& !#$'&
'%#"$"& $$#($!& 5+6.& $&789& :;<& &)!#!&3&%#%&&& &$#%-&3&(#()&& =#)& !&
$)"#!%& >!%#'4$& ?@AAB!'$4>!%)& %#=&&789& :;<& &$)#$&3&%#)&&& &!#=(&3&>(#!%&& "#"& (#"'&
%$=#)$"& >%(#$!& :,A&$!44>%(-& (#!!)& ./0102& &$%#)&3&$#(&&& &$#(!&3&(#!(&& -#'& (#-=&
$%'#=%-& !!#!''& :C!44%& (#4& ./0102& &$!#4&3&!#=&&& &!#=)&3&(#!!&& -#)& (#-'&
$4%#-'-& %=#)4"& *274(!& (#(%-& ./0102& &!$#)&3&!#-&&& &!#)$&3&(#!$&& -#%& (#--&
$)=#%%$& >"#==!& ?@AA&B!'%)>("=& DDD& E<FG& &"#=&3&!#-&&& &!#-4&3&(#$(&& -#!& (#-$&
$'-#$=4& $#'!=& ?@AA&B!'4)H($"& DDD& E<FG& &%#=&3&!#!&&& &!#%(&3&(#$'&& %#4& (#%)&
%4#"4)& -%#(-$& %9""0& (#---& ./0102& &$!#=&3&!#'&&& &$#!4&3&(#!!&& %#4& (#%"&
))#($%& ")#"$!& !@A&(4($H")4& (#%-!& ./0102& &)#"&3&!#(&&& &!#4=&3&(#!%&& %#%& (#%-&
!'4#%-& %(#!'%& !IJ!$!'& (#!'$& ./0102& &4#$&3&(#=&&& &!#4%&3&(#!=&& %#!& (#%$&
$-%#=)& >4!#='$& !"##$%&'&()*&+$ DDD& *0JKLI&AM02&5/NJMI2& &%#)&3&!#!&&& &!#-!&3&(#$)&& $#"& (#$)&
=-#%!& $$#4'& ,-((.$ !#4&789& A<+& &$"#"&3&$#!&&& &$#"!&3&>(#!-&& $#-& (#$4&
'(#-%"& $!#$!& O@+&B(4$!H$!!& DDD& 6C<&PNQ7QRSQ&MT8IU& &'#)&3&!#$&&& &!#=-&3&(#!)&& $#-& (#$4&
$!"#)"4& $%#'($& :,A&!-$-H$-(& DDD& ./0102& &!4#-&3&!#"&&& &$#%-&3&(#!4&& $#(& (#$!&
)$#%)=& >-%#'-!& :,A&(--)>-%=& (#$& ./0102& &!(#-&3&!#%&&& &$#!!&3&(#!"&& $#(& (#$(&
$-(#=-"& >-=#(-=& %&'/.)(0/($ DDD& DDD& &!(#%&3&!#%&&& &$#!$&3&(#!)&& !#'& (#!=&
%((#%('& -%#''!& *6CF5&B$((!H-%4& DDD& ./0102& &!(#(&3&!#$&&& &$#!)&3&(#!)&& !#'& (#!'&
!"!#$-)& >4=#"==& @M0&502KQ0I& DDD& V.O& &4#%&3&!#!&&& &!#'%&3&(#$%&& !#4& (#!4&
$-'#"%%& >-)#""!& 111$ DDD& DDD& &4#=&3&!#4&&& &!#=!&3&(#$"&& !#-& (#!4&
$""#-"%& >$'#='%& WIO&C0/09X9&5IQM2I& '#4&789& E<FG& &!'#(&3&$#!&&& &$#4=&3&(#$(&& !#-& (#!-&
-4#')!& >$-#!!-& :,A&(%(!>$-%&& (#$"& ./0102& &"#-&3&!#(&&& &$#((&3&(#$(&& !#%& (#!-&
$=(#'!'& !-#!-4& ;4!5& 4&789& A<+& &!-#-&3&!#)&&& &$#4(&3&>(#!'&& !#%& (#!%&
$)'#"4=& >)#!!!& A<+&C($-#)H((#"& A<+& &4#4&3&!#%&&& &!#=!&3&(#$'&& !#%& (#!%&
%($#%"4& >-'#'$"& :,A&$((4>-'=& (#()!& ./0102& &-#=&3&(#=&&& &!#')&3&(#$$&& !#%& (#!%&
$$'#4()& >4=#$4"& *A?>!4>4$& 4#$&789& :;<& &4#4&3&!#(&&& &!#="&3&>(#$%&& !#$& (#!$&
$)!#!)4& >$!#4==& ?@AA&B!'(->$!"& "&789& E<FG& &4#!&3&!#%&&& &!#=%&3&(#$=&& !#$& (#!$&
%4"#)"-& 4!#)!& !@A&$%--H4!-& (#(--& ./0102& &$#'&3&(#"&&& &!#"!&3&(#$-&& !#$& (#!$&
$-#!$$& %=#(=%& .Y.&B(!%"H%=(4&& DDD& ./0102& &"#%&3&!#(&&& &$#(=&3&(#$!&& !#!& (#!$&
!($#"=)& $4#!(!& !@A!"-)H$4(& (#$& ./0102& &%#'&3&(#'&&& &!#)=&3&(#$-&& !#!& (#!!&
$==#==)& "4#!-%& !@A!=4=H"4(& (#(-=& ./0102& &)#(&3&(#=&&& &$#!"&3&(#!'&& !#!& (#!!&
-=#!"=& -!#%('& F5%!(& (#(!=& 6C<&PEQ7QRSQ&MT8IU& &!#!&3&(#-&&& &!#%(&3&(#%=&& !#!& (#!!&
$--#%=$& >4!#(%=& ?@AA&B!"!">4('& "#4&789& :;<& &-#=&3&!#$&&& &!#==&3&(#$"&& !#(& (#!!&
$)'#"'=& >'#))!& ?@AA&B!'%->(')& -&789& E<FG& &-#=&3&!#%&&& &!#==&3&(#%(&& !#(& (#!(&
'-#"=$& >--#()=& :,A&(4%)>--!& (#'=-& ./0102& &!%#4&3&!#4&&& &$#"$&3&(#!'&& !#(& (#!(&
$4(#!'& >-"#"$$& !"##$%&'(/)('*$ '#"&789& :;<& &-#4&3&!#$&&& &!#=4&3&(#$'&& !#(& (#!(&
-=#=""& -!#4!4& <C5!$)4& (#(!'& Z+!& &!(#!&3&!#$&&& &$#-'&3&(#!=&& (#=& (#!(&
'#%="& >!=#%)-& .Y.B((%%>!=$!& DDD& ./0102& &%#%&3&(#)&&& &!#'!&3&(#$"&& (#=& (#!(&
-=#="'& !'#'(!& &+.A&(-!%& (#!=& ./0102& &!#'&3&(#"&&& &!#4(&3&(#%4&& (#=& (#!(&
!=4#=""& >"%#!==& ?@AA&B!%(%>"%!& DDD& :;<& &$#-&3&(#'&&& &!#"4&3&(#%!&& (#=& (#(=&
%(-#'=-& -(#'$-& O@+&B$(!=H-()& DDD& E<FG& &%#)&3&!#(&&& &!#'=&3&(#$=&& (#=& (#(=&
!'"#$!$& $!#%"-& -5&H$!#%4& (#-%$& ./0102& &'#)&3&!#$&&& &$#-$&3&(#$!&& (#=& (#(=&
$-)#=%"& >-)#=4"& ?@AA&B!"%$>-)'& DDD& :;<& &)#4&3&!#4&&& &$#%%&3&(#%(&& (#=& (#(=&
!$$#--)& 4$#%("& !@A&('("H4$-& (#!%'& ./0102& &$#=&3&(#"&&& &!#'!&3&(#$4&& (#'& (#(=&
!4%#)=& -=#-!"& !@A&!(!!H-="& (#$!$& ./0102& &"#-&3&!#(&&& &$#%(&3&(#$!&& (#'& (#('&
!-=#-%$& 44#%'& -5&44#!)& (#'=4& ./0102& &"#)&3&(#=&&& &$#%4&3&(#$!&& (#'& (#('&
%4-#)"4& $!#%=& .Y.B$%%'H$!$-& DDD& ./0102& &!#!&3&(#-&&& &!#%=&3&(#-!&& (#'& (#('&
%-#$-=& '#"!$& .Y.B($!)H('%)& DDD& ./0102& &!#4&3&(#4&&& &!#4%&3&(#-(&& (#)& (#('&
$!)#!-)& -$#"4'& ?&!-$"H-$'& (#!$=& ./0102& &$#'&3&(#"&&& &!#'"&3&(#$'&& (#)& (#('&
$))#%()& >$-#%%%& DDD& DDD& DDD& &!#"&3&(#"&&& &!#4=&3&(#%'&& (#)& (#()&

! The text of the table is color coded:  GREEN: Sources detected at VHE before Fermi operation 
      BLUE:    Sources detected at VHE during Fermi operation 
      RED:     Candidate VHE sources which may be detectable with IACTs  

Source redshifts and source types 
were obtained from                                    
 http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/ 

Sources in the Fermi Sky 
Above 10 GeV 

David Paneque, Pascal Fortin, Jean Ballet, Toby Burnett, Jürgen Knödlseder  
on behalf of the Fermi Large Area Telescope Collaboration 

Summary:  

• A view of the Very High Energy gamma-ray sky using Fermi-LAT data obtained during the first 2 years is shown 

 ! Flat distribution of sources dominated by AGNs 

• A clear relation is found between photon flux above 50 GeV and detectability at VHE with Cherenkov Telescopes 

• We identify new candidate VHE sources which may be detectable with current generation Cherenkov telescopes 

  ! A list of 13 new candidate VHE sources is given in this poster 

1 – Goal of this work 
1.1 – Understand better the Fermi sources at  “almost” Very High Energy 
(>100 GeV, thereafter VHE) 

1.2 – Provide a guide to Cherenkov Telescopes (small field of view, ~10% 
duty cycle) to look for new VHE sources. Before Fermi, the search for new 
VHE sources (based on EGRET, X-ray, optical, radio and various  
assumptions) was inefficient (~70% time wasted !!).  

 !In the long term the point 1.2 contributes to the point 1.1 

2 – Methodology 
2.1 –Use photons above10 GeV (trading off between photon statistics and  
        proximity to VHE) 

2.2 – Seed photons obtained with the union of three different search algorithms 
 MR_Filter (Starck, J.-L., & Pierre, M. 1998, A&AS, 128, 397) 
 PGWave (Damiani, F.,et al.,. 1997, ApJ, 483, 350) 
 Minimum Spanning Tree (Campana, R. et al., 2008, MNRAS, 383, 1166) 

2.3 – Localization performed with pointlike 

2.4 – Spectral analysis performed with binned gtlike 
 IRF : P6V11 DIFFUSE 
  ! PSF derived from in-flight  data 
 Power law function fitted to data in energy range 10-500 GeV 
 ! No indication of spectral curvature (partially due to low photon statistics) 

4 – Source candidates to be detected at VHE energies  
4.2 - There is a clear relation: sources detected at VHE with IACT have high photon fluxes above 50 GeV 

 ! A simple sorting of the sources according to the estimated flux above 50 GeV provides a VHE-biased  
 source list which can be used to find good candidate VHE sources 

4.3 – Below is a table with the PRELIMINARY list of sources sorted according to decreasing photon flux above 50 GeV.  
`  ! The table is truncated at the 50th object and contains 13 objects that have not been detected at VHE. 

 The complete list of sources will be presented elsewhere 
 ! The errors in the table show only statistical uncertainties. The systematic uncertainties are estimated to be 20%  
 (see  http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/LAT_caveats.html) 

3 – Results: 2 years of LAT photons above 10 GeV 
Crosses mark the location of the 334 sources with TS> 25 

Some regions of the sky are almost “empty” 
! Low diffuse bkg allows for detection of sources with only few photons 

Chi2/ndf  15.5/11 
Prob      0.16 
P0  12.3±1.0 

Chi2/ndf    7.5/11 
Prob      0.76 
P0  10.9±1.0 

Flat distribution of 
sources, with the 
exception of a 5 deg 
region along the galactic 
plane, where the density 
of sources is about 3 
times larger than in the 
rest of the sky 
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!!"In this work we define the Crab 
Nebula flux unit as FCNU (E>50 GeV) 
= 9.7 x 10-10 ph cm-2 s-1"

A complete list of the LAT sources detected above 10 GeV, as well as a characterization of the variability and population implications 
from these sources will be presented elsewhere  

Known VHE sources tend 
to have a high photon 
flux above 50 GeV 
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AGN dominate the Fermi-LAT 
sky above 10 GeV 
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! The text of the table is color coded:  GREEN: Sources detected at VHE before Fermi operation 
      BLUE:    Sources detected at VHE during Fermi operation 
      RED:     Candidate VHE sources which may be detectable with IACTs  

Source redshifts and source types 
were obtained from                                    
 http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/ 

(D. Paneque & P. Fortin)

Motivations:
Study highest energy Fermi sources.

Identify new spectral components. 

Aid to TeV instruments in choosing 
good targets for observation.

Preliminary



Future perspectives
Instruments

Active Galaxies in GeV-TeV γ-Rays::Perspectives::Short Term

Upcoming 28-m class HESS2 telescope

• Statistical nature of the quiescent γ-ray emission of PKS 2155-304

• Quiescent level of less bright AGN (PKS 2005-489, AP Librae, ..)

• Spectrally resolved burst analyses of flaring AGN

• Light curve/variability of LBL/FSRQ AGN

• improve ∆Γ = f (z) at z > 0.2 with better σΓ
⇒ joint/intercalibrated analyses to fit EBL shapes beyond ∆Γ?

37

HESS - new 28m telescope at center of HESS array
VERITAS - high QE PMTs and new trigger system
MAGIC - second telescope operating now

Fermi’s 5-year prime mission extends into 
2013. Extended mission possible and would 
have large impact on future GeV-TeV studies, 
such as MW campaigns and GeV triggering.

The TeV community is working towards the 
next-generation HAWC and CTA 
observatories, which will have vastly 
improved sensitivity and energy range.

Probe AGN variability on shorter 
timescales.

Extend GeV-TeV studies of EBL/EMF using 
more distant sources.
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Ap Lib light curve

Gamma-ray emission from AP Librae (PKS 1514-24)

Abstract: The BL Lac type object AP Librae (z=0.049) has been detected at the 7 standard deviation level in 11h of live time observations 
with the High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.) in the summer of 2010. The Fermi-LAT source 1FGL J1517.8-2423, associated with AP 
Librae, has a hard gamma-ray spectrum with a photon index of 2.1 ± 0.1. No flux variability is detected in the H.E.S.S. data-set nor in 25 
months of Fermi-LAT data. From the broad-band spectral-energy distribution AP Librae has been classified as a low-frequency-peaked BL 
Lac. Archival and contemporaneous X-ray observations by the Swift and RXTE satellites show a hard energy spectrum which, together with 
the flat Fermi-LAT spectrum and the H.E.S.S. detection at VHE energies, indicate an unusually broad high-energy component stretching from 
X-rays to VHE gamma rays, comparable to BL Lac.

Fig. 1: Swift/XRT count map of the region located near AP Librae. 
The coordinates of the peak of the X-ray emission are consistent 
with the VLBI position of AP Librae5. The contour lines corre-
spond to the 68%-95%-99% confidence levels on the Fermi 
source localization.

1. AP Librae:
The vast majority of VHE gamma-ray emitting active galaxies belong to the BL Lac class, itself 
subdivided into high-frequency, intermediate-frequency and low-frequency peaked BL Lacs 
(HBL, IBL, and LBL respectively). The VHE gamma-ray emitters are mostly HBL, with AP Librae 
being only the third LBL seen by an atmospheric cherenkov telescope. LBL objects tend to have 
higher luminosities, are mostly found in radio surveys (while HBLs are mostly found
in X-ray surveys), and might be a distinct class from HBLs though there could be a continuity 
between the LBL and HBL. The multiwavelength characterization of these blazars is of para-
mount importance in the development of models which explain the broad band emission, from 
millimeter to VHE energies, as originating from a dissipative region in a highly relativistic jet.

Pascal Fortin 1& Berrie Giebels 2

1 on behalf of the Fermi LAT Collaboration
2 on behalf of the H.E.S.S. Collaboration

  For more details on this work please contact:
 fortin@llr.in2p3.fr berrie@llr.in2p3.fr 

1Franceschini, A., et al. 2008, A&A, 487, 837; 
2http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/BackgroundModels.html;
3Cash, W. 1979, ApJ, 228, 939;
4Mattox, J.R., et al. 1996, ApJ, 461, 396;
5Johnston, K.J., et al. 1995, AJ, 110, 880;
6Abdo, A.A., et al. 2010, ApJ, 716, 30;

2. Observations and data analysis:
AP Librae was targeted for H.E.S.S. observations after this source was seen in the Fermi Bright 
Source List, with a photon index of ~2, much harder than the EGRET index of 2.7, based on 
which one would not predict significant VHE emission. After the initial H.E.S.S. detection at the 
7σ level in 11 hours of live time exposure (ATel #2743), the X-ray component was probed by the 
Swift/XRT and RXTE/PCA detectors. This showed that the second component of the spectral 
energy distribution (SED), usually attributed to inverse-Compton radiation, is present at energies 
as low as ~0.3 keV, as indicated by the hard X-ray photon index of 1.6 ± 0.1. The H.E.S.S. spec-
trum is well described by a power law of index 2.5 ± 0.2, compatible with an extrapolated Fermi 
spectrum attenuated by a Franceschini-type1 model of the extragalactic 
background light.

The Fermi-LAT data for this analysis were taken from 4 August 2008 to 4 
September 2010 (25 months). These data were analyzed using the standard 
Fermi analysis software (ScienceTools v9r19p0; IRF P6_V3_DIFFUSE) 
available from the FSSC. The contribution from discrete sources, a diffuse 
galactic background, and an isotropic background2 were modeled in the 
analysis. Events were analyzed using an unbinned maximum likelihood 
method3,4. AP Librae is located well within the Fermi 95% confidence con-

2010 Texas Symposium, 6-10 December 2010, Heidelberg Germany

tour (see Fig. 1). No evidence for variability in the source flux or spectral in-
dex was found during the course of these observations. The light curve is 
shown in Fig. 2. The energy spectrum is well described by a power law with 
spectral index of 2.1 ± 0.1. No evidence for curvature is found. The integral 
flux between 300 MeV and 300 GeV is (1.9 ± 0.1) x 10-8 cm-2 s-1. The most 
energetic photon in the Fermi data is at 160 GeV.
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With a synchrotron cutoff at energies of ~0.1 keV, while HBLs have cutoffs >10 
keV (often with softer intrinsic VHE spectra as well), this is a unique BL Lac 
with which to probe the link between these two classes and show that syn-
chrotron X-ray brightness is not required to produce copious VHE gamma 
rays. Following the prescription of Abdo et al. (2010)6, each component of the 
SED has been fitted with a 3rd degree polynomial in νFν, showing that the 
synchrotron and Compton peak energies are in the IR and the MeV bands re-
spectively. The width of the Compton peak is about twice the width of the syn-
chroton peak, posing challenges for synchrotron self-Compton type models of 
this source, since they require either uncomfortably large Doppler factors, or an ad-
ditional external radiation field.

6. SED and Conclusions:

Fig. 3: SED of AP Librae. The small black points are archival data from NED, while 
the red points are from contemporaneous Swift/XRT and RXTE/PCA, Fermi, and 
H.E.S.S. observations. Each component of the SED was fitted with with a 3rd de-
gree polynomial in νFν.

Fig. 2: Fermi light curve for 25 months of data on AP Librae. No evidence for variability 
was found in the 14 day-binned light curve.
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Fig. 5.— The SED of the Cen A core with model fits. Colored symbols are observations between

August and May 2009, the epoch of the LAT observations. These include observations of, from

low to high frequency: the TANAMI VLBI (red squares), Swift-XRT (red crosses), Suzaku (brown

circles), Swift-BAT (red circles), and Fermi-LAT (red diamonds). Black symbols are archival data,

(Marconi et al. 2000) including HESS observations (Aharonian et al. 2009). Curves are model fits

to nuclear region of Cen A. The green curve is a synchrotron/SSC fit to the entire data set. The

dashed green curve shows this model without !! attenuation. The violet curve is a similar fit but

is designed to under fit the X-ray data, and the brown curve is designed to fit the HESS data while

not over-producing the other data in the SED. The blue curve is the decelerating jet model fit

(Georganopoulos & Kazanas 2003). See Table 2 for the parameters of these model curves.
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Fig. 3.— Spectrum of the Cen A core from di!erential fluxes derived for successive energy ranges

from model B (black circles). The black bowtie indicates the best fit 0.1 – 30 GeV LAT flux and

" with statistical errors only, while the green bowtie indicates this with systematic errors as well.

The LAT spectrum is extrapolated into the HESS energy range (dashed lines). The HESS data

from Aharonian et al. (2009) are shown (red squares) and the HESS data shifted to lower flux by

their statistical and systematic normalization error (blue squares). The latter are also shifted in

energy by 10% for clarity.


